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Nomenclature
CD = drag coef cient
CL = lift coef cient
CLt = lift coef cient (tail)
CLw = lift coef cient (wing)
Cm = pitchingmoment coef cient
Cm ac = pitchingmoment coef cient (aircraft)
Cm cg = pitchingmoment coef cient about the center of gravity
c = wing chord
D = drag force
Fx = x component of force
Fy = y component of force
g = accelerationdue to gravity
H = NVt dCLt=dCL
h = fraction of chord
K = gain in control law, proportional control
L = lift force
`np = separation of center of gravity and neutral point
`t0 = distance between aerodynamic centers
of canard and wing
M = mass
m = pitchingmoment
mnp = pitchingmoment about neutral point
p = rate of rotation
qt = dynamic pressure at a horizontal lifting surface
q1 = dynamic pressure, 12½V
2
1
r = yaw rate
S = wing area
T = thrust force
Tµ1 = low-frequency factor
Tµ2 = high-frequencyfactorNu = average forward translationalvelocityNVt = dimensionless tail volume, ´t `t0St=cS
V1 =  ight speed
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v = translational velocity
W = weight
w = wing loading,W=S
x = coordinate positive from center of gravity
y = coordinate positive along starboardwing
® = angle of attack
¯ = sideslip angle
° = path angle
±c = canard de ection
±w = warp de ection
±’ = increment of the property ’
" = downwash angle120
´t = tail ef ciency, qt=q1 [Eq. (5)]
µ = pitch attitude angle
½ = gas density
Á = bank angle
Subscripts and Superscripts
ac = aerodynamic center
cg = center of gravity
cp = center of pressure
np = neutral point
t = tail
w = wing
0 = zero lift condition
— = steady value
S IR George Cayley invented the conventional con guration ofthe airplane at the turn of the 19th century. Otto Lilienthal re-
alized that building a successful aircraft meant learning how to  y;
he became the  rst hang glider pilot and also the  rst  ight fatality
in 1896.Beginning in the late 1890s, the Wright Brothers absorbed
all that was known in aeronauticsbefore them, then added their own
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discoveriesand developedthe  rst successfulairplane.Technically,
their greatest fundamentalachievementwas their inventionof three-
axis aerodynamic control. Less obviously, their success was a con-
sequenceof style, theirmanner ofworkingout their ideasand of pro-
gressing systematically to their stunning achievements. They were
indeed the  rst aeronautical engineers, understanding as best they
could all aspects of their aircraft and  ying. They were thinkers,de-
signers,constructors,analysts,and especially ight-testpilots.Their
powers of observationand interpretationof the behaviorof their air-
craft in  ight were remarkable and essential to their development
of the airplane. Their work in the period 1899–1905 constitutes the
 rst true research and developmentprogram carried out in the style
of the 20th century. As the centenary of their  rst powered  ights
approaches, the Wright Brothers’ magni cent achievements excite
growing admiration and respect for their achievements. The broad
featuresof their accomplishmentshave long beenwell known.Only
in the past two decades has serious attention been directed to the
scienti c and technicalcontentof theirwork, to explain the natureof
the problems they faced and how they solved them.After a century’s
progress in aeronautics, the principles, understanding,and methods
not availableto theWrightsprovidethebasis for interpretinginmod-
ern terms the experiences that the Wrights themselves documented
so meticulously in their diaries, papers, and correspondence.It is a
unique opportunity in the history of technology.
I. Historical Background
A considerable body of aeronautical knowledge existed at the
end of the 19th century. The basic aerodynamics required to invent
a successful aircraft had long been known: the lift and drag on a
surface placed in a steady stream. Construction methods familiar
from bridges, boats, and kites could be and were adapted for  y-
ing machines. Finally, recent progress in the development of inter-
nal combustion engines and lightweight steam engines practically
solved the problem of having suf cient power.
Thus the problem of mechanical  ight came down to one of ge-
ometry: Find an array of surfaces large enough to generate the lift
required and so arranged that the pilot can control stable and ma-
neuverable ight. That was essentially the problemthat theWrights
solved to make possible their  rst powered  ight (Fig. 1) and for
which they received their 1906 patent, never broken. The Wrights
knew and thoroughlyunderstoodthe state of aeronauticswhen they
began their work. They pro ted from the successes and failures of
others. Someone else could certainly have been  rst to invent a suc-
cessful airplane and would have in the absence of the Wrights. It
is important to understand the historical context for the Wrights’
work and to appreciate the fundamental importance of their style of
research and development in making them succeed  rst.
In 1799, 26-year-oldGeorge Cayley (1773–1857) sketchedwhat
we now recognize as the familiar conventional con guration of an
airplane:a camberedwing havingdihedral,an aft vertical tail, andan
aft horizontaltail (Gibbs-Smith1). Cayley’s choicefor the airfoilwas
based on aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils tested by him and
his predecessors using various forms of a whirling arm apparatus
Fig. 1 First successful powered  ight, 17 December 1903;Wilbur is at
the right wing, and Orville is the pilot.
invented by Benjamin Robins in 1742. Cayley himself invented
dihedral as a means for maintainingequilibriumin roll. The vertical
tail provided directional stability, like the feathers on an arrow, and
in Cayley’s view would also be used for steering, as a boat’s rudder
serves.By analogy,thehorizontaltailgavestabilityin pitch.It turned
out later that Cayley was half right on both counts.
Cayleydid not formallyapplyNewton’s laws for translationaland
rotational motions to the airplane. He produced no mathematical
descriptions for the motions of an aircraft and, therefore, had no
quantitative basis for designing his  ying machines. However, he
had things right at the level he worked. With his  rst efforts he
established the principle that he later explained thoroughly in a
series of papers: The means of producing lift to compensateweight
must be distinct from the means of generating thrust.2¡4 It was
a revolutionary idea at the time. He properly shifted attention to
arti cial  ight from simple imitation of birds to development of
 xed-wing aircraft.
Those ideas dominated all attempts to invent aircraft in the 19th
century. Three immediate predecessors of the Wrights were par-
ticularly important to their work. Alphonse Pe´naud (1850–1880)
in France adopted Cayley’s design and  ew the  rst powered me-
chanical  yingmachine, a small rubber-poweredmodel. He had the
clever idea to use twisted rubber strips as the source of power for
a propeller. In a short paper describing his model, Pe´naud gave the
 rst explanationfor the action of an aft horizontal tail to providesta-
bility in pitch.5 In France, the surface became known as the Pe´naud
tail.
The most important immediate predecessor of the Wrights was
Otto Lilienthal (1848–1896). Educated and professionallysuccess-
ful as a mechanical engineer, Lilienthal made his mark following
his boyhood ambition to build a successful  ying machine. His two
most in uential contributions were his realization and demonstra-
tion that, to build a successfulairplane, it was necessaryto learnhow
to  y and his extensive tests of airfoils, producing the  rst system-
atic data for lift and drag of a variety of airfoils. Less well known is
that one of Lilienthal’s results also contributed to Kutta’s  rst paper
on airfoil theory6: He emphasized the property of a good airfoil
that the  ow should be smooth at the trailing edge. Carrying out his
own instruction to  y, Lilienthal built a series of successful gliders
having essentiallyCayley’s con guration. Lilienthal’s results were
in uential particularlybecause theywere widely reportedand illus-
trated and because of his book Bird ight as the Basis of Aviation,7
published in 1889.
Lilienthal inspired four followers: Percy Pilcher (1866–1899), a
Scot, who, like Lilienthal, was killed when a gliding test ended in a
crash; Octave Chanute (1832–1910), who built several gliders after
Cayley’s and Lilienthal’s general design; Ferdinand Ferber (1862–
1909),who beganhis gliding tests in 1899;and theWrights.Ferber’s
most signi cant accomplishment was his successful motivation of
a group of enthusiasticaviation pioneers in Paris. His contactswith
the Wrights led, indirectly, to the agreement the Wrights eventually
struckwith a French syndicateto  y publicly rst in France in 1908.
Octave Chanute was the third predecessorof the Wrights to hold
an importantpositionin their developmentprogram,1899–1905.He
provided guidance to the existing literature and accomplishments
by others with his important book Progress in Flying Machines.8
Technically,his use of the Pratt trusswas adapted by the Wrights as
their biplane con guration. Equally important was Chanute’s role
as a kindof soundingboardduring theWright’s intensivework from
1900 to 1905. There is no evidence that he provided any technical
contributions to their success other than the Pratt truss, but he and
Wilbur exchanged many informative detailed letters, particularly
on matters relating to the measurement and interpretation of lift
and drag.
By the end of the 19th century, it seemed that much of the basic
knowledge was in hand for the invention of powered piloted  ight.
As a consequence of the progress achieved primarily by Cayley,
Pe´naud, and Lilienthal, a successful con guration had been estab-
lished. The recent invention of the lightweight internal combustion
engine solved the problem of propulsion, although the known pro-
peller designs had ef ciencieswell belowwhat would soon become
available.
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However, the gap between what was known and what was re-
quired for a practical airplane was larger than generally appreci-
ated. Only the Wright Brothers recognized the extent to which the
great problem of control still remained to be solved. Solving that
problem led directly to the ability to execute circles and generally
being able to maneuver the airplane. Lilienthal had demonstrated
many successful straight glides by swinging his weight to maintain
equilibrium in  ight. Because his gliders were stable, he was able
quite easily, by shifting his body laterally, to “direct our course of
our  ight to the right and to the left” (Lilienthal, “The FlyingMan,”
in Chanute,8 p. 285). However, he was gliding, and not soaring for
extended periods, and so he was unable to execute circles and did
not investigate the intricacies of turning that the Wrights later dis-
covered. Lilienthal did not require much controllability under his
normal  ying conditions. The  rst time he truly needed substan-
tial control in pitch, his method of hang gliding failed him, causing
his death.
Nearly all of the Wrights’ predecessors and their contempo-
raries were preoccupied with constructing intrinsically stable air-
craft, essentially large model airplanes.Moreover, none progressed
far enough to become concernedwith maneuverability, and hence,
controllability was not an issue for them. The sole exception was
Montgomery (1858–1911), who, in the 1890s, experimented with
wingwarping for control in roll (seeRef. 9).Hisworkwas notpubli-
cized, and theWrights independentlyinvented theirmethod of wing
warping. It is interestingand convincingevidence of their indepen-
dence that Wilbur used a biplane design to incorporate warping,
whereas Montgomery worked only with monoplane gliders. More
to the point, before Montgomery could construct his planned pow-
ered aircraft he, too, was killed in a crash. Although his aircraft
executed circles, he did not face the general problems of three-axis
stability and control or the special dif culties of powered  ight.
It is their explicit and persistent attention to those problems that
really distinguishestheWrights from their contemporariesand pre-
decessors. They formulated and effectively solved, to the extent
they required,problemsof stability and control about all three axes.
A wonderful feature of their style of working is their meticulous
documentation of their observations and progress in the best tra-
dition of  ight testing. Parts of their diaries and letters read like
daily reports of a modern research and developmentprogram. That
is why we are able to puzzle out how they encountered and reacted
to their discoveries of the motions of an unstable powered aircraft.
Moreover, by examining closely the problems the Wrights encoun-
tered and the solutions they devised,we can clarify the de ciencies
in their own understanding of the mechanics of  ight and, hence,
of their aircraft. Their stunning invention of the practical airplane
placed the Wrights far in advance of their contemporaries. How-
ever, at the same time, the backward state of the general theory and
understandingof  ight mechanicshindered them and in fact caused
them considerabledif culties. Indeed, the most serious gap in their
knowledgewas probablythebasicreasonfor theirunwittingmistake
in selecting their canard con guration.
The chief intent of this paper is to interpret the technical achieve-
ments of the Wrights in the context of aerodynamics and  ight
mechanics developedin the decadesduring and after their program,
which began in 1899 and had practically ended before Wilbur’s
death in 1912. Limited space has been devoted purely to descrip-
tion of their achievements and none to their private lives. Several
books and popular publications thoroughly cover those historical
aspects of the Wrights’ careers, in particularAnderson,10 Combs,11
Crouch,12;13 Culick,14 Culick and Dunmore,15 Gibbs-Smith,16;17
Hooven,18 Howard,19 Jakab,20 Kelly,21 Walsh,22 and Wolko.23 All
of these works, except Kelly’s book, begin with the superb collec-
tion of the Wrights’ diaries, papers, and correspondence prepared
by McFarland.24
II. The Greatest De ciency in Early Aeronautics
Hindsight is always a satisfying advantage for historical com-
mentary. In the subject of  ightmechanics,we now have essentially
a complete and closed theory supported as well by decades of ex-
perimental and computational results. With all that experience,we
can review the Wrights’ work and appreciate even more deeply the
problems they faced, the frustrations they must have felt, and the
solutions they fashioned.
It is not an oversimplication to state that ultimately the general
problem of achieving basic mechanical  ight is equivalent to the
problem of controlling rotations in three dimensions. Any investi-
gation of rotationsof an object leads very quickly to considerations
of stability and, as a practical matter, control. Newton’s laws show
that, correspondingto the connectionbetween translationalmotions
and forces, rotationalmotions are the consequencesof moments or
torques acting on an object.
At the turn of the 19th century, inventors struggling to discover
the “secret” to successful  ight understood translational motions.
They knew that steady rectilinear level  ight requires that suf cient
lift be generated to compensate the weight (L DW ) and that the
thrust exactly equals the drag (T D D). They also had an intuitive
notion, roughly at the level of understanding the principal of the
lever, that an airplane will rotate unless the net moment acting is
zero. Until the Wrights began their work, would-be inventors were
concernedprincipallywith equilibrium,that is, no rotation,of pitch-
ing or longitudinalmotions; in particular,no rotation in pitchmeans
zero pitchingmoment (mD 0).
None of the pioneers of  ight, including the Wrights, wrote the
equation arising from mD 0 and, therefore, had no basis for ex-
ploring its implications.Their intuition stoppedwith the essentially
correct conclusion that for equilibrium in pitch, the “center of pres-
sure” must coincide with the center of gravity. Practical problems
arisewith interpretingand locating the center of pressure.The state-
ment of coincidence is true if the center of pressure is that of the
entire aircraft. Incorrect conclusions follow if only the center of
pressure of the wing is understood. Failure to make and under-
stand that distinction caused many dif culties for the aeronautical
pioneers.
Because gravity acts in vertical planes, in the  rst instance it
does not affect motions of an aircraft in roll and yaw (heading)
away from steady level  ight. Hence, equilibrium in roll and yaw
seemed simpler than equilibrium in pitch. In fact, Cayley realized
that stabilityof equilibriumwas the primarymatter for both roll and
yaw. Stability of equilibriummeans that if the aircraft is disturbed
froman initial stateof equilibrium,aerodynamicforcesare naturally
generatedthat tend to restoretheequilibrium.Cayley concludedthat
an aft vertical tail and dihedral provided the restoring forces in yaw
and roll, respectively. His conclusions are correct and apparently
solved the problems of roll and yaw motions—until the Wrights
recognized that piloted  ight required control of roll and yaw, not
merely equilibriumand stability.
Nevertheless, despite their brilliant successes, the Wrights never
completely understood quantitatively the problem of stability of
rotational motions. They shared that de ciency with all of their
contemporary inventors, for the same reason: They never wrote or
considered equations for rotational motions. Without the bene t
of that formalism, they could not understand the true essence of
stability of rotations. As a practical matter, they could not identify
the physical contributions to stability, a failure that had signi cant
consequences for their work.
1)Like theircontemporaries,theWrightscouldnotproperlysolve
the simplest problem of gliding; hence, they had only approximate
means for designing their gliders.
2) Also like their contemporaries, they did not have the basis for
investigatingand understandingstability quantitatively.
3) They could not appreciate the importanceof the zero-liftpitch-
ing moment and, therefore, did not realize the problem caused by
selecting a highly cambered airfoil.
4) Therefore, they were not motivated to make extensive mea-
surements of the aerodynamicpitchingmoment acting on an airfoil.
5) They had no way of estimating the location of the center of
pressure of a complete aircraft. Hence, they could not entirely un-
derstand the signi cance of the location of the center of gravity.
The point, of course, is not to criticize the Wrights. On the con-
trary, our admiration for their marvelous accomplishments is in-
creased when we understand more completely the contemporary
state of aeronautics, the context in which they achieved their suc-
cess. We can appreciate best that context and the Wrights’ progress
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by interpreting as far as possible their aeronautical experiences in
terms of what we understand a century later.
III. The Wrights’ Early Tests: A Kite (1899)
and a Kite/Glider (1900)
From observationsof birds,Wilbur conceivedthe idea of control-
ling rolling motions of a  ying machine by warping the wing. His
practical realization was based on the Pratt truss, a bridge design,
modi ed to the biplane con guration.At the same time, he invented
themethodof controllingmotions in pitchby usinga secondaryhor-
izontal surface, arrangedso that its lift could be changedby rotation
about a hinge line. He  rst incorporated both ideas in a 5-ft kite
that he  ew in August 1899. It was no ordinary kite, already having
much of the geometry of the gliders the Brothers built in the follow-
ing three years. Figure 2a is a photographof a recent recreation.25;26
The afternoon’s test program convincedWilbur that his basic ideas
were correct:He had the  rst  ying machine controllableabout two
axes by actuating surfaces to exert appropriate aerodynamic forces
and moments.
Wilbur and Orville were then faced with the problem of scaling
from the kite to a glider suf ciently large to carry a 145-lb pilot. As
young boys, the Brothers had tried unsuccessfully to build a larger
version of a tiny toy helicopter (Pe´naud’s design) their father had
given them. Thus, building a successful large glider based on the
kite design likely seemed less obvious to them than to us. The  nal
craft, shown in Fig. 2b,24 had a wingspan of about 17 12 ft, a wing
area of 165 ft2 , and a control surface with an area of 12 ft2.
In this  rst phase of their  ight-test program, the Wrights were
concerned primarily with two questions: Would the pilot be able
to operate the pitch and roll controls effectively to maintain the
machine in an equilibrium state of steady level gliding?Would the
biplanecon gurationproducesuf cient lift to sustainsteadygliding
with a pilot? The Brothers sought the answer to the secondquestion
by making measurements of lift and drag using a spring scale with
the glider tethered as a kite. The lift-to-drag ratio was a low 6, but
more disappointinglythe lift was less thanwhat they had calculated
with Lilienthal’s data. It was a large difference.Wilbur noted in his
a) 1899 kite26
b) 1900 kite/glider24
Fig. 2 First demonstrations of two-axis control.
a) b)
Fig. 3 Intrinsic stability when the c.g. lies forward of NP.
Fig. 4 Forces and moment for the elementary gliding problem.
1901 paper27 that “We found that while it was supported with a
man on it in a wind of about 25 miles, its angle was much nearer
twenty degrees than three degrees.”What they didn’t knowwas that
at 20-deg angle of attack, the gliderwas on the verge of stalling—if
notalreadyin the far sideof stall seeFig. 3a.Becauseof uncertainties
in estimating values in the full-scale tests, the angle Wilbur cites is
not the same as that used in the graph: The true angle of attack in
his case was probably less than 20 deg.
More positively, 2 min of gliding convinced Wilbur that his
method of control worked well in  ight, de nitely superior to
Lilienthal’s techniqueof shifting the pilot’s position.He was able to
execute a few short glides, experiencefar short of the manyminutes
or hours he had hoped for, and he did not try to turn.
IV. The Elementary Problem of Gliding
The Wrights apparently left no notes explaining the details of
their calculations relating to the gliding problem. However, it is
clear from their letters and entries in their diaries that they (most
likely Wilbur) determined the sizes of their 1900 and 1901 gliders
by making estimates, rather than carrying out a thorough analysis.
They used Lilienthal’s data and considerationsof lift and drag only.
Their ignorance of the equation for pitching moments necessarily
caused their calculations to be approximate.
Consider the elementary problem of steady rectilinear gliding
shown in Fig. 4. The machine is treated as a point mass M moving
in a vertical plane. Its motion is the result of actions by the forces
of lift, drag, and gravity, as well as the pitching moment m. By
convention, the lift L and drag D act, respectively, perpendicular
and parallel to the direction of motion at velocity V1 . The velocity
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lies at the path angle ° to the horizontal.Let x and y be orthogonal
axes  xed to the glider as shown in Fig. 4, with origin at the center
of gravity (c.g.). For steady gliding, the net force and moment must
vanish. In the x–y coordinate system, the three conditions are
iX
Fxi D 0 : L cos
³
¼
2
¡ ®
´
¡ D cos® C Mg sin.° ¡ ®/ D 0
(1a)
iX
Fyi D 0 : L sin
³
¼
2
¡ ®
´
¡ D sin® ¡ Mg cos.° ¡ ®/ D 0
(1b)
iX
m i D 0 : m D 0 (1c)
For small angles, these equations are
L® ¡ D C Mg.° ¡ ®/ D 0 (2a)
L ¡ D® ¡ Mg D 0 (2b)
m D 0 (2c)
Let S be the wing area, c the wing chord, and q1 D 12½V 21 the
dynamic pressure and divide the three equations by q1c to  nd
CL® ¡ CD Cw=q1.° ¡ ®/ D 0 (3a)
CL ¡ CD® ¡w=q1 D 0 (3b)
Cm D 0 (3c)
where wDMg=S is the wing loading. The lift, drag, and moment
coef cients are
CL D L=q1S; CD D D=q1S; Cm D m=q1Sc (4)
For the speed range of gliding, the coef cients CL , CD , and Cm
depend only on the angle of attack ®. Hence, for a speci c glider,
Eqs. (3a–3c) contain three unknown quantities:®, ° , and q1 or, for
a given density (or altitude), glide speed V1 . If the moment equa-
tion, Cm D 0, expressing what is usually called the trim condition,
is ignored, one is left with two equations for the three unknowns—
path angle ° , angle of attack ®, and gliding speed V1. A unique
solution to that problemdoes not exist. For a proper result,Cm must
be expressed in terms of its contributions from the wing, tail, and
other structural components; then Cm D 0 becomes the third equa-
tion needed to solve the simple gliding problem uniquely.
Evidently theWrightsmust have found themselves in a quandary
becausethey appealedonly toEqs. (3a)and (3b)or equivalentforms.
The only way out is to guess the value of one of the unknownquan-
tities and solve the two equations for the remaining two unknowns.
Althoughwe do notknowexactlywhat theWrightsdid,we can infer
with nearly complete con dence that they assumed the glide speed,
leaving the path angle and the angle of attack to be calculated.In his
marvelous paper “Some Aeronautical Experiments” prepared after
his  ying season of 1901,Wilbur27 stated, referring to the matter of
gaining extended gliding practice, “It seemed feasible to do this by
building a machinewhichwould be sustainedat a speed of 18 miles
per hour, and then  nding a locality where winds of this velocity
were common.” He never clari ed why he chose 18 mph, but it
seems reasonable that he arrived at the number through a combina-
tion of estimates and review of average wind conditions in various
locations. In any case, his reasoning led the Brothers to Kitty Hawk.
Chanute28 in his article inMoedebeck’s handbook29 also assumed
the velocityto be known for his solutionto the glidingproblem.That
article probably represents the accepted contemporary method for
analyzing and “solving” the problem of gliding. Letters exchanged
in January 1902 between Chanute and Wilbur con rm that they
shared the dif culty of  nding a way to solve the gliding problem.
Even with the velocity speci ed, solution to Eqs. (3a) and (3b)
as part of the design process still requires iteration because the
wing loading w is not known initially. Hence, we speculate that
for designing their gliders in 1900 and 1901, the Wrights might
have used the following computational scheme:
1) The functions CL .®/ and CD.®/ are given by experimental
results; in 1900 and 1901, the Wrights used Lilienthal’s data.
2) Choose a value of the glide speed V1 . The Wrights seem to
have sought a ground speed of about 4–6 mph. One of the reasons
they chose Kitty Hawk as their testing groundwas their expectation
of steady wind speeds of 15–20 mph. Hence, V1¼ 20–25 mph.
3) Select a value of w:D (gross weight)/(wing area). Equa-
tions (3a) and (3b) are then nonlinear algebraic equations in ® and
linear in q1 . With some dif culty, they can be solved numerically
(trial and error if no computer is available) or graphically.
4) For the value of ® found from solution to Eqs. (3a) and (3b),
the lift coef cient and lift can be calculated and compared with the
data used in step 1. If the value is too close to the value for stall
of the wing, then a new value must be set for V1 or w and the
process (1–3) repeated.
Chanute’s paper28 and correspondence suggest that the Wrights
used the preceding scheme or a comparable method, to estimate a
reasonable size for their gliders in 1900 and 1901. In subsequent
years, their experience probably gave them the basis for estimates
without extensive calculations.¤
Part of the point here is to emphasize a dif culty unavoidable if
(as theWrightsdid) one fails to accountfor themoment equation.In
the correct view of the glidingproblem,satisfactionof the condition
for zero total moment, Eq. (3c), is ensured by appropriatesetting of
the horizontal tail (or the canard). That is, the moment of the tail lift
about the centerofmass exactly compensatesthemoment generated
by the lift of thewing imagined to be acting at the centerof pressure.
This analysis of the gliding problem, represented by Eqs. (3a–3c)
can be con rmed quite well by tests with a simple hand-launched
sheet balsa glider. Even if Eqs. (3a–3c) for equilibrium are solved
correctly, the question of stability does not arise; it must be posed
separately. To determine stability, a special analysis is required.
Consistent with ignoring the condition of zero net moment, the
Wrights assumed that in equilibriumthe canard carried no load and
served only as a control device. Hence, their view of equilibrium
in pitch required that the center of pressure of the wing alone must
coincide with the center of gravity. In practice, it was quite possi-
ble that the canard carried a net load, but whether it actually did
or did not would likely be obscured by the operational dif cul-
ties of piloting an airplane not only unstable in pitch, but possibly
also untrimmed.
V. The Center of Pressure, Aerodynamic Center,
and Neutral Point
From the earliest investigations of the force acting on an object
in motion, before Newton’s Principia, it was recognized that the
pressure on the object’s surface is continuousand nonuniform.The
integral of the pressure over the surface is the net force. By analogy
with the center of gravity, it is natural to introduce the idea of the
center of pressure. If the object is imagined to be supported at the
center of pressure, the aerodynamic forces generatedby the motion
causeno rotation: Its moment is zerowhen the net force is imagined
to act at the center of pressure.
In the case of a freely  ying wing, the weight is the only other
force acting besides the net aerodynamic resistence.Thus the “sup-
port” is at the center of gravity,and if we neglectdrag, there is no net
moment on the wing when the center of pressure coincideswith the
center of gravity. If drag is accounted for, the statement still holds,
but as shown in Fig. 4, the gravity force is decomposed into two
components, one of which is compensatedby the lifting part of the
aerodynamicforce, and the other acts as a thrust force compensating
the drag. It is a simple and correct idea, but extremely dif cult to
apply in practice to a complex aircraft.Much of theWrights’ confu-
sion and problemswith motions in pitch  ow from their incomplete
understandingof the matter.
¤In a letter (1906) to the BritishMilitary Attache´ inWashington,D.C., the
Wrights allude to the possibility that they may have worked out a method
for designing a powered aircraft for level  ight, and possibly had prepared
tables and charts for design (McFarland,24 p. 721). There is no evidence that
their methods had progressed beyond that just described in the text, except
that thrust generated by propellers replaced the action of gravity.
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Fig.5a Centers of pressure for theWright1903airfoil30 and theNACA
4412 airfoil.30
Fig. 5b Centers of pressure: ——,  at plate and – – – according to an
early belief.
The practical dif culty with that interpretation of the condition
for zeropitchingmoment is that the positionof the centerof pressure
usually depends quite strongly on the orientation of the wing, that
is, on the angle of attack. Moreover, the motion of the center of
pressurewith angleof attackcausesa destabilizingpitchingmoment
for the usual case of a cambered wing having  xed geometry. That
is, the state of equilibrium existing when the centers of pressure
and gravity coincide is unstable for angles of attack less than the
values for stall. Figure 5 shows graphs of the center of pressure
measured as functions of angle of attack for two airfoils, the Wright
1903 (see Ref. 30) airfoil and the NACA 4412 airfoil,31 popular
for light aircraft, and a  at plate.32 For both airfoils, the center of
pressure reaches its most forward location at an angle of attack in
the vicinityof the value for maximum lift.Details of  ow separation
dominate much of the behavior,which is more complicated for the
Wrights’ highly cambered thin airfoil. Closer examination of the
 ow is required to explain why the measured center of pressure on
a  at plate does not show reversal of its motion (Fig. 5b).30 Viscous
effects responsible for the  ow separation cause the form of the
 ow eld in the immediate vicinity of the plate to vary strongly
with angle of attack so that the plate effectively does not have a
 xed shape. That result is largely due to the in uence of a sharp
leading edge.
Also in Fig. 5b, the dashed line shows themovementof the center
of pressure that the Wrights believed to be the case, early in their
work at least, until their gliding tests in 1901 showed otherwise.
That supposedbehavior is based on the following reasoning.When
the airfoil (cf., the limit of a  at plate) is placed normal to the stream,
the center of pressure is at or close to the midchord.As the angle of
attack is reduced, the center of pressure evidently moves forward.
The Wrights, following the beliefs of previous researchers sum-
marized by Chanute,8 assumed that the center of pressure moves
continuously forward as ® is reduced from a large value, reach-
ing the leading edge for ®D 0. Equivalently, the center of pressure
shouldmove continuouslyaft from the leading edge as the angle of
attack increases from zero. However, for an actual airfoil cambered
concavedown, the center of pressuremoves forward from a position
far downstreamat zero lift,moves forwardcontinuouslyas the angle
of attack increases until stall occurs. Then the direction of motion
reverses, and the center of pressure moves aft as the angle of attack
is increased further.
Problemswith controllingpitch,while gliding in 1901and during
some tests of the glider as a kite, ledWilbur to conclude that his pre-
vious notion of continuous forwardmotion of the center of pressure
as the angle of attack is reducedwas wrong.What he did not realize
was that the most forward location of the center of pressure occurs
when the airfoil is stalled in the vicinity of maximum lift. Hence,
the correct view is that under normal  ying conditions the center
of pressuremoves continuously forward as the angle of attack (and
lift) increasesup to the value for stall, where reversal of the motion
occurs.
The particular way in which the center of pressure moves with
change of angle of attack depends on the shape of the airfoil: There
is no universal representation.Even if theWrights, or anybodyelse,
had investigateduse of the moment equation for pitch, they would,
therefore, have encountered unexpected complications when the
idea of the centerof pressureis used. In fact those complicationsare
apparent in the literature of  ight stability until the late 1930s when
the distinguishedEnglish applied aerodynamicist.Gates introduced
the idea of the neutral point (NP) for an aircraft. The neutral point
is the aerodynamic center (a.c.) for a complete aircraft.
Von Mises33 and, later, independently, Tchaplygin34 discovered
that every airfoil possessesan a.c. having location  xed as the angle
of attack changes. It is a remarkable property valid for incompress-
ible steady  ow if the airfoil has  xed shape and if the Kutta condi-
tion (smooth  ow at the trailingedge) is satis ed. The a.c. is de ned
as that point on an airfoil such that if the net lift is imagined to act
there, the aerodynamic moment about the supporting axis passing
through that point is independentof angle of attack.For airfoils nor-
mally used in practice, the a.c. is close to the quarterchord.Also, for
the usual airfoil havingcamber line concavedownward, themoment
about the a.c. is negative in the conventional sense, acting to rotate
the leading edge down.
As a practicalmatter, in writing the equation of pitchingmoment
for an aircraft, assuming existence of the a.c. for a lifting surface
means that, if drag is ignored, the surface is simply represented by
the lift acting at its a.c. and a pitching moment (or better, a pitch-
ing moment coef cient Cmac / independent of angle of attack. The
dif culty associatedwith accounting for the motion of the center of
pressure is eliminated. In fact, for a camber line concavedownward,
the forward movement of the center of pressure as the lift increases
toward its maximum is a direct consequenceof the existence of the
a.c. Reversal of the forward motion occurs when the  ow separates
from the surface somewhere and ceases to have the ideal form re-
quired for existence of the a.c. The difference in the shapes of the
two curves in Fig. 5a is due to differences in the way in which  ow
separation occurs. On the NACA 4412, the separation occurs  rst
on the upper surface near the trailing edge and moves forward as
the angle of attack increases. The  ow is always attached on the
underside. In contrast, due to the high camber and thin section of
the Wright airfoil,  ow separation occurs on the underside at low
angles of attack.
The de nition of the NP is the extension, to an array of surfaces,
of the idea of the a.c. for a single surface. Thus the aerodynamic
forces and moments acting on the various parts of an aircraft can
be replaced by a single force acting at the NP and a moment about
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the NP that is independent of angle of attack.† It is an immediate
consequenceof its de nition that as the angle of attack is increased
the additional lift can be imagined to appear at the NP. The most
important consequence of that behavior is that for static stability‡
of an aircraft, the center of gravity must lie forward of the NP.
That property is easily established with the help of Fig. 3 and the
following argument.
Assume that theNP does exist (we havenot proved it is true, but it
is) having the property that the aerodynamicmomentmnp about the
NP is constantas theangleof attackchanges.InFig. 3a, theaircraftis
assumed to be in equilibriumin level  ight and so L`npDmnp . Now
suppose that the aircraft receives an external disturbance causing
the nose to rise, a change of pitching moment about the center of
mass, ±mcg > 0 according to the usual sign convention; the angle
of attack is also increased, ±® > 0. Hence, the lift is increased by
±L . By assumption, ±L may be imagined to act at the NP, and
mnp is unchanged. If the center of mass is forward of the NP, the
additional lift exerts a negative moment ±mD¡`np±L < 0 about
the center of mass, tending to oppose the external disturbance and
restore the aircraft’s initially level orientation.The con guration is,
therefore, stable.
This is a perfectly general result, true for any aircraft, of which
the Wrights were unaware—and could not be. In fact, no one knew
this simple argument until more than 30 years later with the work of
Gates, althoughthe stabilizingeffect of moving the center of gravity
forward was already known with the work of Bryan andWilliams35
and Bryan.36
In 1904, the Wrights decided to try to reduce the amplitude of
pitching oscillations (undulations) they encounteredby moving the
center of gravity. Actually, they may have been dealing with a sit-
uation in which the oscillating motion was stable, but combined
with a second motion exponentially unstable with a growth rate
troublesomely rapid (described in Sec. IX). In any case, they  rst
moved the center of gravity aft—exactly the wrong direction—by
moving the engine. One  ight was enough to reveal the error; a
second con rmed it. For most of the remainder of their work with
canard con gurations, the Wrights carried ballast as far forward on
the canardas they could, asmuch as 70 lb on some occasions.That’s
roughly 8% of the gross weight of the aircraft.
VI. Relative Stability of Canard and Aft
Tail Con gurations
Much has been written about the Wrights’ problems of stability,
or rather instability, of their canard aircraft. Occasionally, writers
have incorrectly claimed that a canard con guration is necessarily
unstable.By analogywith bicycles, that has been cited as the reason
why the Wrights purposely avoided the known method (Cayley2¡4
and Pe´naud5/ for obtaining stability by using an aft horizontal tail.
With Wilbur’s tests of his 1899 kite and their 1900 kite/glider, the
Brothers knew that the machines would  y with the tail forward
or aft of the main lifting surfaces. How much they had learned of
the relative stability of the two con gurations is not known. Orville
noted in a letter home (McFarland,24 p. 38), “We tried it with tail
in front, behind, and every other way. When we got through, Will
was so mixed up he couldn’t even theorize. It has been with con-
siderable effort that I have succeeded in keeping him in the  ying
businessat all.”What is fairly clear is thatWilbur did not choose the
canard con guration after considerationsof stability, but rather for
two reasons§ related to Lilienthal’s death due to inadequate control
of his conventional con guration: Wilbur thought he would have
†The statement remains true if both lift and drag are accounted for.
‡In this and the following two sections we are concerned only with static
stability. No considerations are given to dynamics and rates of change are
absent.
§In his 1901 paper,27 Wilbur remarked “: : :we  nally concluded that tails
were a source of trouble rather than of assistance, and therefore we decided
to dispense with them altogether.” He refers here to both horizontal and
vertical tails. Duringhis  nal  ights of 1901,Wilbur encountered unforeseen
dif culties while trying to turn (Sec. VIII.B) Sometime after Wilbur’s paper,
Orville realized that they could overcome the dif culties by installing a
vertical tail, which became part of their 1902 glider. Not until 1910 did the
Wrights  nally adopt the horizontal tail (Sec. XI).
better control with the canard, and it was both instructive and com-
forting to see the control surface during  ight. According to Engler
(private communication, 2002), Wilbur believed that he had more
pitch control of his 1899 kite when the smaller surfacewas forward
of the biplane cell. However, he was likely misled by the fact that
the con guration with tail in front was unstable and, hence, very
sensitive to his control inputs.
Because the theoretical basis was not yet established to under-
stand the importance of forward location of the center of gravity,
the Wrights simply had to learn from their testing how to deal with
the seriouspitch instabilitiesof their canard aircraft.Contrary to the
view that has appeared in some accounts, there is no evidence that
theWrights intentionallydesignedtheiraircraftto beunstable—they
just turnedout thatway. In fact,withoutpayingattentionto rotational
motions in some detail—and that means understandingmoments at
a deeper level than the Wrights did—no one can have a  rm grasp
ofwhat stability is really about.Bryan andWilliams35 publishedthe
 rst paper correctly analyzing aircraft stability. They showed that
for the center of gravity  xed relative to the larger surface, the con-
 guration having a smaller surface aft is relativelymore stable than
thatwith a smaller surfaceforward,but both con gurationscouldbe
made stable. The paper was unknown to those constructing aircraft
at the time and of course appeared after the Wrights’ commitment
to the canard.Bryan36 later publishedhis classicalwork forming the
basis for all subsequentwork on aircraft stability.
Elementary analysis of the wing/tail con gurationmay be found
in standard texts of applied aerodynamics (e.g., Etkin37 and Perkins
andHage38). Themain results neededfor presentpurposesare given
in Table 1. For simplicity we treat a single wing and secondary
surface and assume that corrections for the biplane are absorbed in
the formulas for the aerodynamic coef cients.
The coef cients of lift,CL , and pitchingmoment,Cmac , about the
a.c.s are weighted values for the wing/tail con gurations:
CL D CLw C ´t .St =S/CLt (5a)
Cm ac D Cmacw C ´t .ct St=cS/Cm act (5b)
An ef ciency ´t is de ned equal to the actual dynamic pressure
at the surface divided by q1. Locations aft relative to the leading
edge of the wing are denotedby the symbols h, distancesdividedby
the wing chord. Thus, hac is the dimensionlessdistanceof the a.c. of
the wing from its leading edge, and h is the dimensionlessdistance
of the center of gravity from the leading edge, being positive for
an aft location. If hnp¡ h> 0, the center of gravity of the aircraft is
forward of the a.c. of the wing, representinga positive staticmargin.
Note that the lift curve slope of the tail dCLt=d® is computedwith
respect to the angle of attack of the wing; it is better interpretedas
dCLt
d®
D dCLt
d®t
d®t
d®
(6)
in which dCLt=d®t is the actual lift curve slope of the tail (ap-
proximately 2¼ , reduced by the effect of aspect ratio according to
lifting line theory) and d®t=d® is due to the downwash for an aft tail
and upwash for a canard, representingthe aerodynamicinteractions
Table 1 Some results for canard and conventional con gurations
Con guration Result
Moment about c.g.
Canard Cm cg DCm ac CCLt NVt ¡CL .hac ¡ h/
Aft tail Cm cg DCm ac CCLt NVt CCL .hac ¡ h/
Position of NP H D NVt .dCLt=dCL /
Canard hnp D hac ¡ H
Aft tail hnp D hac C H
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between the wing and the secondary surface:
d®t
d®
D d"t
d®
»
<0 aft tail
>0 canard (7)
If we assume that the wing and tail have lift curve slopes nearly the
same, we can approximate dCLt=dCL by
dCLt
dCL
D
³
dCLt
d®t
´³
d®
dCL
´
d®t
d®
¼ d"t
d®
Then H de ned in Table 1 can be written
H ¼ NVt d"t
d®
»
<0 aft tail
>0 canard (8)
where NVt D ´t .`t0St=cS/ is the dimensionless tail volume, `t0 is
the distance between the a.c.s of the wing and tail, and "t is the
conventional symbol for upwash or downwash. The formulas in
Table 1 then give the results for the positions of the NP:
hnp D hac ¡ H D
»
hac C jH j aft tail
hac ¡ jH j canard (9)
and H may be approximated by Eq. (8).
Hence, the NP for a conventional con guration lies aft of the
wing’s a.c., but the NP of a canard lies forward.¶ That is the explicit
realization, in modern terms, of Bryan andWilliams’s35 conclusion
that the aft tail con gurationis relativelymore stable than the canard
if the same surfaces are used. The more forward is the NP, the more
dif cult it is in practice to get a stable aircraft:The natural tendency
during design and construction of an aircraft is for the c.g. to lie
farther aft than desirable. Often then, either ballast must be added
forward or the location of the wing is shifted, a common practice
for model aircraft.
The Wrights’ choice of the canard con guration was, therefore,
already leading to a possible problemwith pitch stability.That is an
unavoidable consequence of the geometry and the aerodynamics.
A canard can of course be designed to be intrinsically stable if the
c.g. is far enough forward. In the case of the Wrights’ canard, the
problem is particularly dif cult because of the mass distribution
dictated by their design: The large weights (biplane cell, engine,
and pilot) are all located such that their c.g. are close together and
aft of the leading edge. Including the propellers and pilot, 94% of
the gross weight of the 1903 airplane was contained in the biplane
cell. That characteristiccombinedwith the upper limit to the lift that
the canard could produce (due to stall) meant that the 1903 Flyer
could not be trimmed as a stable aircraft.
In the1903Flyer, the c.g. is about30%of thechordaft of the lead-
ing edge and the NP is close to the leading edge. The aft vertical tail
is already light and has little effect on the location of the c.g. There
are only two ways to shift the c.g. signi cantly:add ballast to the ca-
nard andmove the engine and pilot as far forward as possibleon the
wing. Estimates suggest that nearly 40% of the gross weight carried
as additional ballast will move the c.g. to the leading edge of the
1903 Flyer if the positions of the pilot and engine are not changed.
When ballast is added, the  ying speed of the aircraft increases
and more power is required. Moreover, the canard must carry in-
creased load to trim the airplane.By trial and error, the Wrights did
as much as they could so far as moving the c.g. is concerned.They
simply accepted their Flyers as unstable aircraft. Later models in
1908–1909 had the c.g. about 15% of the chord aft of the neutral
point according to Hooven.18 Hence, their emphasis on control was
absolutely necessary if their canards were to succeed.
¶The locationof theNP for an array of surfaces can be (roughly)visualized
as the weighted average of the locations of the NPs (a.c.) of the individual
surfaces. It is a simple calculation for rectangular planforms, but otherwise
the mean aerodynamic chord must be found for each surface; for example,
see Perkins and Hage.38
Table 2 Canard lift coef cient for trim
of the Flyers, Eq. (11)
Flyer
Parameter 1903 1905 1909
NVt 0.134 0.355 0.320
¡Cm ac= NVt 1.05 0.394 0.438
hac ¡ h 0.050 0.120 0.050
¡ NCL = NVt .hac¡ h/ 0.220 0.203 0.094NCLt 1.27 0.597 0.532
VII. Importance of the Zero-Lift Pitching Moment Cm0
Consideration of the formulas for the pitchingmoment about the
c.g. leads to a pleasing graphical interpretation of the rule that for
stability the c.g. must lie forward of the neutral point. Simultane-
ously we will  nd that the pitching moment at zero lift has spe-
cial importancenot anticipatedwith the discussion in the preceding
section.
From Table 1, the coef cient for the pitching moment about the
c.g. of a canard is
Cmcg D Cm ac C CLtVt ¡ CL .hac ¡ h/ (10)
The lift coef cientCLt of the canard depends on the setting (de ec-
tion) of the surface and, due to upwash created by the wing, on the
lift coef cient of the aircraft. In general, it cannot be taken equal
to zero because for trim Cm cg D 0 and Eq. (10) gives the condition
(stable con guration)
CLt NVt D CL .hac ¡ h/¡ Cm ac > 0 (11)
With Cmac normally negative,CLt NVt must be positive for stability,
and the canard is a lifting surface.¤¤
The slope of the moment curve is
dCmcg
dCL
D dCLt
dCL
NVt ¡ .hac ¡ h/
D ¡
³
hac ¡ NVt dCLt
dCL
´
C h D ¡.hnp ¡ h/ (12)
where hnp is given by Eq. (9) and H is de ned in Table 1 and
approximated by Eq. (8). For stability, reasoning similar to that
accompanying Fig. 3 shows that the slope must be negative for
stability in pitch. Hence, the moment curve for a stable canard is
like that shown in Fig. 6a. For linear aerodynamics the graph Cm cg
vs CL is straight only if the lift coef cient of the tail is constant.
Equation (10) gives the value for the moment coef cient at zero
lift: ¡
Cm cg
¢
0
D Cm0 D Cmac C CL t0 NVt (13)
To have a stable moment curve with a trim condition,Cm0 must
be positive. In any case, for positive static stability Cm0 cannot be
negativebecausethatwould causethe graphto cross the axisat some
point between the origin and the trim condition shown in Fig. 6a.
The secondintersectionwould representan unstabletrim condition,
not allowed under the circumstances enforced here.
Table 2 shows some estimated results for trim of the 1903, 1905,
and 1909 Flyers, using the measured (Bettes and Culick39) value
Cmac D¡0:14 for the 1903 Flyer and assuming NCL D 0:6. Those
values are not accurate for the later aircraft but are close enough for
the purpose here.
The results for NCLt show that the 1903 Flyer probably could
not be trimmed because the canard would stall before reaching the
lift coef cient 1.27. Its moment curve is qualitatively like that in
Fig. 6b, but the trim point cannot be reached.Because of their larger
¤¤During the past 20–30 years, this result has often motivated enthusiastic
support for canard con gurations. The lifting surface relieves the wing, and,
therefore, it is argued, reduces total induced drag. However, the argument
is  awed, and the conclusion is incorrect because it does not account for
interference between the lifting surfaces. The correct conclusion follows
fromMunk’s stagger theorem: For  xed total lift, the induced drag depends,
to good  rst approximation, only on the front view of the con guration and
is independent of the fore-and-aft location of the surfaces.
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a) Statically stable
b) Statically unstable
Fig. 6 Moment curves for an aircraft.
Fig. 7 Approximate pro les of the Wrights’ airfoil 1900–1903: 1903
wing  rst to have fabric covering on both the top and bottom surfaces.
tail volumes, the 1905 and 1909 Flyers could be trimmed, although
the equilibrium states would be unstable. Their pitching moments
are similar to that shown in Fig. 5b for which there is an unstable
trim point.
VIII. 1901: Year of Seminal Discoveries
Based on their experience in 1900, the Wrights returned to Kitty
Hawk in July 1901 with a glider designed primarily to solve the
problemofdevelopingmore lift and, hence, allowingextensiveglid-
ing tests. Itwas larger,havingwing span22 ft total,wingarea290ft2,
and canard area 18 ft2. Signi cantly, to conform more closely to
Lilienthal’s best pro le, the Brothers used an airfoil shape having
maximum camber in the range 1=12–1=18 along the span, in con-
trast to 1=25 in 1900. Figure 7 shows the airfoils. The total weight
was about 240 lb with pilot on board and the c.g. was initially 29 in.
from the leading edge, about 37% of the chord.
Wilbur and Orville arrived at their camp on 10 July and departed
on 20 August 1901. All of their  ight testingwas conductedduring
three weeks, ending on 16 August. It was a remarkably productive
period. The Brothers made three discoveries fundamental to their
success—all were results of careful tests and acute observations.
ApparentlyonlyWilbur  ew in 1901.Duringhis  rst day’s  ying
on Saturday, 27 July 1901 (“Made about 17 glides,” McFarland,24
p. 71), he encountered his  rst serious problems of dynamics. At
least two  ights terminated in full stalls; he was unaware of the
phenomenon and could not interpret correctly why the glider had
“lost all headway.” In response, he quickly moved forward to shift
the c.g.—on both occasions the machine then settled horizontally
to the sand, with no damage.
Wilbur thought that part of the problemwas an oversized canard,
causingcontrol to be too sensitive.However,  ight on the following
Monday morning showed that reduction of the area to 10 ft2 did
not cure the problem. In the afternoon the Brothers  ew the glider
as a kite, with and without a person on board. Using spring scales
attached to the restraining cords, they could infer values of the lift
and drag. They made two important discoveries: As in their 1900
tests, the aerodynamic forces were much less than they had pre-
dicted with Lilienthal’s tables, and the center of pressure did not
move continuouslyforward as the angle of attack was reduced.The
unexpectedly low values of lift and drag motivated the Wrights’
famous wind-tunnel tests carried out in Dayton after they returned
from their 1901  ying season.
The matter of the center of pressure was an immediate concern
because it in uenced directly the pilot’s operation of the canard
for pitch control and especially affected the response to unexpected
disturbances of pitch attitude. To clarify the confusion, Fig. 8 is
a replotting of the behavior shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 5.
Rather than accept the apparently strange motion of the center of
pressure, Wilbur tried at  rst to modify the wing to produce the
behavior he wanted, continuous motion of the center of pressure
forward as the angle of attack is reduced. He correctly surmised
that he could at least reduce the severity of the control problem
by reducing the camber of the airfoil, even though this would also
reduce the lift generated at a given angle of attack. First he tried
reducing the camber by installing an additional spar between the
leading edge and aft spar on the upper wing. Tests on Wednesday,
31 July, showed improved  ying qualities.
Then the Brothers spent  ve days making further modi cations,
of which themost signi cantwas introductionof additionalspars on
bothwings and king postswith additionaltrusswires connectingthe
wings. That system, just visible in the photograph,Fig. 9,24 allowed
substantial adjustment of the airfoil, to give “: : : a shape which we
hope will cause center of pressure to move forward like a plane at
all angles” (McFarland,24 p. 81). See also Fig. 7 for a clearer view
of the modi cation. Wilbur was determined to get the behavior he
initially assumed. Figure 10 shows Wilbur’s sketches of the airfoil
on 27 July and after the modi cations, on 7 August.
a) b)
Fig. 8 Motion of the center of pressure with angle of attack, data from
Fig. 4: a)Wrights’ incorrect expectation for a  at plate and, by assump-
tion, for an airfoil and b) measured behavior of theWright 1903 airfoil.
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Fig. 9 Glider of 1901 after modi cations to reduce the motion of the
center of pressure: ellipses identify two king posts (McFarland24 ).
a) b)
Fig. 10 Wilbur’s sketches of the airfoil shape on the 1901 glider
(McFarland24 ): a) initialhighly cambered pro le (27 July) andb) pro le
modi ed by trussing (7 August).
The improvement in performance and  ying qualities was
immediate.†† From Wednesday, August 7, to Friday, August 16,
Wilbur executed approximately 25 glides, of which the longest was
389 ft. However, one  ight did end with the wings stalled.
A. Interpretation of Wilbur’s Dif culties with Motion
of the Center of Pressure
There is no doubt that Wilbur’s initial incorrect expectation for
the motion of the center of pressure contributed to the trouble he
experienced during his  rst day of  ying. Figure 11, based on the
data plotted in Fig. 5, shows the graphs of center of pressure versus
angle of attack for a  at plate and the 1903Wright airfoil,which we
use here for illustration.Any detaileddifferencesfrom the behavior
of the Wrights’  rst 1901 airfoil are not germane to the reasoning.
According to entries in his diary and remarks in his 1901 paper,27
Wilbur’s idealized approach to understanding gliding proceeded
roughly in the following way:
1) With the approximate scheme for solving the gliding problem
(Sec. IV), estimate the angleof attackat which the lift is suf cient to
compensate the total weight in steady gliding at the assumed  ying
speed. For simplicity here, assume that the canard carries no lift.‡‡
2) For that angle of attack, locate the position of the center
of pressure of the wing assuming the graph for a plane (Figs. 5
and 11).
3) When disturbances, that is, gusts of wind, occur, the angle of
attack changes and the center of pressure moves according to the
graph for the plane in Fig. 5. The lift then generatesa moment about
the center of mass and the canardmust be actuated so its lift creates
a compensatingmoment to maintain equlibrium.
It is the last step that containstheexplanationforWilbur’s dif cul-
ties because the sense in which the canard is actuated is determined
by the direction of motion of the center of pressure.Before his glid-
ing tests, Wilbur had assumed the behavior of a  at plate and based
his planned control strategy on that assumption. A simple example
shows how that strategy caused him to stall the glider.
Suppose that the state of (more-or-less) steady  ight is such that
the angle of attack and locationof the center of pressure correspond
††Almost certainly the apparent re ex in the airfoil shown in Fig. 10b had
much to do with the improvement. It was a point missed by the Wrights,
and from 1902 to the end of their work they used highly cambered thin
airfoils without re ex. The signi cant and favorable consequences of re ex
were later shown  rst experimentally by Turnbull.40 It is possible to design
a re exed airfoil having  xed location of its center of pressure, but at the
expense of poor lift-to-drag ratio.
‡‡A lifting canard is easily accommodated within this scheme.
Fig. 11 Motion of the center of pressure as the angle of attack is
changed: aerodynamic origin of the two stalls on 27 July 1901.
to the points I and Ia in Fig. 11. The point Ia identi es the actual
location of the center of pressure on the true graph xcp (®); I is
on the graph of xcp (®) that Wilbur anticipated. Now suppose that
a disturbance, that is, a wind gust, causes the angle of attack to
increase by ±®. Hence, the center of pressure in the actual case
moves forward, but Wilbur thought that it moved aft, as shown in
the inserts.Hence, while in reality the pilot must exert a nose-down
moment to restore the initial state, Wilbur rotated the nose of the
canard upward, intending to exert a nose-upmoment, compensating
the nose-down (he thought) rotation caused by an aft displacement
of the center of pressure.
In short, because he expected that the center of pressure would
always move aft if the angle of attack increased,Wilbur’s planned
strategy for control in pitch was that, to maintain equilibrium, the
pilot must cause a nose-upmoment if the angle of attack increases,
that is, if the nose appears to rise. If the initial operating point I is
at an angle of attack close to stall (but ® < ®stall), then that control
strategy could cause the glider to stall—and that is apparentlywhat
happened twice on the  rst day of tests in 1901.
What Wilbur and Orville called the “reversal of motion” of the
center of pressure was their discovery of the correct motion of the
center of pressurebelow the angle of attack for stall. It was clearly a
crucialdiscoveryallowingthem to continuetheir test  ying success-
fully. Although eventually the Brothers had suf cient information
to prepare graphs such as those in Fig. 11 (see Fig. 1224 here), they
did not document the reasoning just described. Indeed, it is not an
exaggeration to note that the Wrights truly understated this discov-
ery of behavior fundamental to airfoils in general and especially
crucial to continuationof their successful gliding tests.
B. Wilbur’s Discovery of Adverse Yaw
Cayley and others before the Wrights, Lilienthal and Mont-
gomery being the exceptions, assumed that turning in  ight could
be achieved by use of the vertical tail or rudder, in exactly the same
way a boat is turned. Probably from his observations of birds in
 ight, Wilbur knew better.His correct ideawas that, to generate the
centripetal force required to set the airplane on a circular path, the
airplane should be rolled to tilt the lift force (perpendicular to the
wing surface) so that part of the lift would act toward the center of
the intendedcircle.What he did not recognizeuntil later was that, to
cause the nose to turn in the directionof the desired turningmotion,
there must be a vertical tail to cause rotation in yaw. Without it, the
airplane would begin to execute a circular path, but the nose would
continue to point nearly in its initial direction.
However, the situation is worse, as Wilbur discovered in his  rst
attempts. To roll the airplane, the lift on one wing is increased and
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Fig. 12 Wrights’ data for the center of pressure on two of their airfoils (McFarland,24 p. 503).
decreased on the other, in Wilbur’s case by warping the structure.
That control generates a roll moment. However, the drag on a wing
has a part proportional to the lift. Hence, one wing has greater drag
than the other. The differential drag causes the aircraft to yaw, and
the nose actually swings in the sense opposite to that desired in
the turn. That is what Wilbur discovered, a very keen observation
indeed. Attempting to correct the unwanted motion tends to com-
plicate things further, and the maneuver falls apart.
He entered his observationwith the brief remark in his diary on
Thursday, 15 August: “Upturned Wing seems to fall behind but at
 rst rises.” Then, in a letter to Chanute a week later, he reported,
“The last week was without very great results though we proved
that our machine does not turn (i.e. circle) toward the lowest wing
under all circumstances, a very unlooked for result and one which
completely upsets our theories as to the causes which produce the
turning to right or left.”
Thus, when the symmetry of the aircraft is broken, by warping
the wing, lateralmotions are induced.After 1901, as theydeveloped
theirmethodof turning,theWrightswere forcedto addressproblems
of lateral motions as well as those of longitudinalmotions.
Wilbur made a few glides on the day following his experience
with adverse yaw. The Brothers then closed camp and returned to
Dayton. In three weeks, test  ying from 27 July to 16 August, they
hadmade threebasicdiscoverieswhose deep signi cancethey could
not fully appreciateat the time. Their con rmation of measuredval-
ues of lift and drag well below those reported by Lilienthal caused
them to build their wind tunnel§§ and to carry out extensive tests
of airfoils, wing planforms, and struts. When they ended the tests,
they had the  rst systematic compilation of aerodynamic data suit-
able for designing aircraft. Those results served them through their
entire program until Wilbur’s death in 1912 brought their design
and development program to its end. Less well known is their con-
clusion that Lilienthal’s data were actually very good and that their
low values for the aerodynamic forces were due to their use of the
incorrectvalue of Smeaton’s coef cient¶¶ generally acceptedat that
time (Culick and Jex41). Their data gave them the correct value.
In contrast to their quantitativeunderstandingof lift and drag, the
Wrights seem to havebeen quite satis ed with qualitativeresults for
motion of the center of pressure on a cambered airfoil—their sec-
ond great discovery in 1901. Having established the correct way in
§§Thewind tunnel had been invented by Frank H. Wenham in 1871. In the
1890s, Albert Wells at Massachusetts Institute of Technology used the idea
tomeasure the correct value of the drag on a  at plate oriented perpendicular
to the  ow in an air conditioning duct.
¶¶Proportional to the drag of a square  at plate oriented perpendicular to
the wind.
which the centerof pressuremoves as the angle of attack is changed,
they were satis ed because it was the basis for a correct strategy of
pitch control. Their incomplete understandingof moments did not
allow them to investigate the quantitative nature of equilibrium,
stability, and control of pitching motions. It was enough for them
to know that when their aircraft began to “lose heading” as it en-
tered a stalled condition, they should use the canard to generate a
nose-downmoment and gain airspeed. That understandingbecame
a key part of the  nal step in developmentof their practical aircraft
in 1905.
Wilbur’s identi cation of adverse yaw, possible only because he
was a test pilot  ying his own creation,was the third of theWrights’
great discoveries in 1901. The solution to the problem of executing
correct turns rested on having a control moment about the yaw
axis. Sometime later, during their design of the 1902 glider, Orville
realized that their aircraft needed a vertical tail to give them the
necessary yaw moment.
IX. The Wrights Discover Longitudinal Dynamics
The Wright Flyers had limited  exibility to exercise control, for
example, with wing warping.However, because of the arrangement
of truss wires, the Flyers can be approximated as rigid structures
when the controlsare  xed.That assumptionhas a wonderfulconse-
quence: A century’s progress in the science of the  ight mechanics
of rigid aircraft is immediately applicable to understanding the be-
havior of the Wright Flyer.
A rigid aircraft has six degrees of freedom. For small departures
froma stateof steady ight, the time-varyingmotionsof a symmetri-
cal aircraft can be separated into two uncoupled forms: longitudinal
motions in the plane of symmetry and lateral motions out of that
plane. The variables for the longitudinal motions are two transla-
tional velocities u and w in the forward and vertical directions and
one rotational velocity q for pitchingmotions.
A. Normal Modes for LongitudinalMotions
Stability of the translational motions is guaranteed by the pres-
ence of aerodynamic damping due to drag. If the aircraft is also
statically stable in pitch—the c.g. lies ahead of the NP—then the
aircraft possesses two oscillating modes of motion: the “phugoid”
or long-period(low-frequency)mode and the short-periodmode. If
a conventional aircraft is rendered unstable by improper distribu-
tion of the payload, the common case is that the short-periodmode
degenerates to two exponential motions, one of which is unstable,
while the phugoid remains. That is the case for the 1903 Wright
Flyer.
To a good  rst approximation, the phugoid oscillationis a slowly
decaying oscillation having period equal to 2¼
p
. Nu=g/, where Nu is
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the average forward translationalvelocity. It is a relatively slow un-
dulatingmotion involvingperiodicexchangeof kineticand potential
(gravitational)energy. The angle of attack remains nearly constant.
During a phugoid oscillation, the aircraft normally undergoes no-
ticeable oscillations of altitude and speed.
In contrast, a stable short-periodmotion usually takes place with
only small changes of altitude and speed and is independent of the
phugoid motion. During a short-period motion, the nose bobs up
and down, and the change of pitch angle relative to the horizon
approximately equals the change of angle of attack. The aircraft
is behaving much like a weathervane in pitch, the mass being the
moment of inertia and the spring or restoring force is provided by
staticstability, that is, a negativeslopeof the pitchingmoment curve.
Probably the most commonevent causing the phugoidoscillation
to appear is a changeof altitude.The slow oscillationmay be excited
and cause some dif culty in trimming to the new altitude, partic-
ularly if the new altitude is higher than the initial altitude. Unless
abrupt changesof the elevator are made, a stable short-periodoscil-
lation is not likely to be apparent.On the other hand,  ight through
choppy air will easily excite the short-periodoscillation.
However, the pilot will always notice an unstable short-period
oscillation, which occurs when the aircraft is statically unstable in
pitch. The growth of the unstable exponential part requires active
control. If also the phugoid happens to be excited, then the aircraft
will executeoscillationssuperposedon the growingexponential;the
result could be interpreted as an unstable oscillation. That became
a characteristicof all of the Wright Flyers.
B. Wrights’ Experience with LongitudinalDynamics: 1900–1903
During their  ying seasons of 1900–1903, the Wrights  rst en-
countered some symptoms of longitudinaldynamics of their unsta-
ble gliders and powered aircraft,but not until 1904did theymention
the presenceof oscillationsor “undulations.” In 1900, the kite/glider
was  ownmostlyas a kite, and so thegeneralbehaviorjustdescribed
in Sec. IX.A is not relevant. Their total free- ying time was of the
order of 10 s or so, and the Wrights recorded only general observa-
tions. There is inadequate information to determine whether or not
they had any direct experiencewith the longitudinalmodes of mo-
tion. It does seem that the glider was probably unstable, requiring
the pilot’s constant attention even for such short  ying times. The
Wrights’ two main conclusions from their tests in 1900—that their
design of pitch and roll controls worked well and that the lift and
drag they measured were less than the values they had predicted
with Lilienthal’s data and formulas—were not related to dynamic
behavior.
Itwas of coursea differentstory in 1901.Wilbur’s dif cultieswith
pitch controlnecessarilybroughtproblemsof dynamics,mainlystall
and recovery.His idea to reduce the camber of the airfoil to smooth
the motion of the center of pressure seems to have donemuchmore.
The modi cation (Fig. 10) not only reduced the camber but also
caused the pro le to have roughlya re exed shape, the trailing edge
curling up. Both of those changes reduced the size of the negative
zero-lift pitchingmoment, that is, the moment about the a.c.
A tailess aircraft can be made trimmable and stable in pitch if
the airfoil is suf ciently re exed that the zero-lift pitchingmoment
is positive and the slope of the moment curve is negative (Fig. 6a).
The Wrights of course had no idea about those characteristics, but
Wilbur did  nd the modi ed version of the glider very  yable. In
1978, R. Young built a replica (Fig. 13a, photograph by T. Wright,
1978) of the 1901 glider  own in the television lm “Winds of Kitty
Hawk.” Engler26 and his colleagues built and  ew a replica of the
1901glideratKittyHawk inOctober2001,thecentenaryofWilbur’s
signi cant  ights. Both report that their versions (Figs. 13),26 which
also contained the king posts and added truss wires to reduce the
camber,  ew very successfully even in winds lighter than those the
Wrights had.
Kochersberger et al.42 have reported results of wind-tunnel tests
of a full-scale replica of the 1901 glider, carried out in the 30£ 60 ft
open section tunnel at NASA Langley Research Center. Their data
show that the aircraft could be stably trimmed over a range of useful
speed and lift coef cient. That result is direct explanation of the
relative ease with which the Wrights and more recent builders of
a) Young (by T. Wright, 1978)
b) Engler (2001)26
Fig. 13 Photographs of recent recreations of the 1901Wright glider.
the 1901 glider have found the machine to have reasonably good
 ying qualities.
Those results suggest that with their modi cation of their airfoil
(Fig. 10) the Wrights had moved their design in the right direction,
namely, theymade the zero-liftpitchingmoment, orCm ac , less nega-
tive. However, because they did not have the theoretical framework
to understandthe implicationsof what they had done, theywere un-
preparedto take advantageof the improvement.They knew that they
had successfullyaltered themotionof the centerof pressureand had
improved the controllabilityof the glider. However, they could not
understand that more signi cantly in that process they had modi ed
the pitching moment curve substantially, likely making the glider
nearly stable in pitch. That was probably the one lesson presented
to the Wrights that they did not learn well enough to apply to their
powered aircraft.
Figure 7 makes the point, showing the airfoil sections for
the 1900–1902 gliders and the 1903 Flyer, little changed in the
1904–1909 Flyers. Only approximations can be sketched for the
1900–1902 airfoils for which no accurate drawings exist. In partic-
ular, the 1902 glider had an airfoil possessing relatively low maxi-
mum camber, 1=24–1=30, when constructed.Because of structural
 exibility, the camber varied along the spans of the gliders, so that
no unique values can be assigned.
All evidence suggests that the 1902 glider did not present seri-
ous problems of longitudinal stability and control. The lightweight
structureand the relativelyforwardpositionof the pilot favoreda po-
sition of the c.g. that, with the airfoil used, probablygave a machine
that was onlymildly unstable in pitch, possiblyeven stable. Several
replicas have been made and successfully  own repeatedly during
the past 25 years or so: Young (private communication explaining
earlier gliding experience, 2002), Engler (private communication,
2002),Valentine(privatecommunication,2000),andKochersberger
(private communication, 2002). Young has reported in private con-
versation that, so far as the pitch instability is concerned,  ying the
1902 glider was “not much different from riding a bicycle.”
On thecontrary,when theWrightsscaledup their 1902designand
addeda propulsionsystem, the behaviorin  ightwas quite different.
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Fig. 14 Locus of dynamic roots for longitudinal motion of the 1903
WrightFlyer; pilot control law: canard de ection proportional to pitch
angle error, gain coef cient K.
Amajor reasonfor the problemsof pitchmotionswith their powered
aircraft was their choice of airfoil based on best lift-to-drag ratio
with no attention to pitchingmoment. That is a serious fundamental
differencebetweentheaerodynamicsof the1902gliderand the1903
Flyer. The 1903 airfoil had maximum camber greater than that of
the 1902 airfoil and signi cantly greater curvature over the aft half
of the chord. Those properties cause the Flyer—indeed all Wright
powered aircraft to 1910—to have a relatively large negative zero-
lift pitchingmoment,which,with an aft c.g., producesthe problems
discussed in Sec. VII.
The large zero-lift pitching moment and the aft location of the
c.g. dominated the longitudinal dynamics of the 1903 Flyer. Anal-
yses and numerical simulations provide the best evidence we have
for the sorts of dynamics the Wrights must have encounteredwith
their 1903 Flyer. Culick and Jex41 and Jex and Culick43 reported
the  rst results. With the use of wind-tunnel data acquired in sub-
scale wind-tunnel tests39;44 both longitudinal and lateral dynamics
of the Flyer, open-loopand closed-loopwith a pilot exercisingpro-
portional control were calculated. Since that work, a test program
with the AIAA full-scale replica45 has con rmed and extended the
subscale results. Nearly all data required are available for carrying
realistic analysisof theFlyer’s dynamic behaviorusingwell-known
methods.46 Quantities not measured, notably the rotary derivatives
and damping forces, are estimatedwith the simple formulas of aero-
dynamic strip theory.A thorough report of the more recent analysis
has been prepared by Papachristodoulou and Culick.47 One detail
is worth noting: For all of the Wright gliders and powered aircraft,
1900–1912, the virtual or apparentmasses associatedwith acceler-
ation of the air are signi cant for all rotationalmotions and is about
28% of the actual mass in heaving accelerationsfor the 1903 Flyer.
Figure 14 is a root locus plot for the pitch angle dynamics of the
Flyer. As the preceding discussion has established, the open-loop
(zero-gain) roots represent a lightly damped phugoid¤¤¤ having a
period about 5 s and a degenerate short-period oscillation and a
stable and a divergent exponential, the latter having doubling time
of approximately 0.6 s. The locations of the open-loop zeros are
dominatedby the valuesof the staticmargin (Tµ2 , the high-frequency
factor) and the damping forces and pitchingmoment due to changes
in the forward speed (Tµ1 , the low-frequency factor).
The instability in pitch is illustrated by the simulation in Fig. 15
showing the exponential increase of pitch angle following a brief
¤¤¤Because the aircraft is unstable, this is nota true phugoid,and its period
is not accurately estimated with the formula 2¼
p
. Nu=g/. Etkin37 refers to
this motion as the third mode of longitudinal dynamics. The Appendix is a
brief explanation of this important characterization of an aircraft unstable in
pitch.
de ection of the canard. This motion may be interpreted equiva-
lently as the response to a vertical gust striking the canard. The
doubling time of roughly 0.5 s, slightly longer than the average
person’s reaction time, can be controlled by a skilled pilot, as the
Wrights demonstrated in 1903 and 1904. As an approximation to
feedback (closed-loop)control, suppose that to maintain level  ight
the pilot exerts corrective de ection of the canard proportional to
the difference between the observed pitch angle of the aircraft, for
example, the orientation of the canard, and the horizon. For a gain
of 4 deg (of canard de ection for 1 deg of error) the closed-loop
roots are identi ed in Fig. 14. The response in pitch and the pilot’s
control input are shown in Fig. 16 for a commanded step change in
pitch angle of the aircraft.
Note in Fig. 16 the oscillationsof both canardde ectionand pitch
angleof the aircraft.The behaviorof the angle ±c of the canard is due
to the pilot’s attempt to reach the command angle of climb. Then
control activity is re ected in the oscillation of pitch angle itself,
representing a damped pilot-involved oscillation (PIO). Given the
lightly damped oscillatory roots shown in Fig. 14 for K D 4, the
presence of the PIO is not surprising. Even though the Flyer is
severely unstable in pitch, it can be controlled by a skilled pilot.
The motion is described further by Culcik and Jex41 and Jex and
Culick.43 It can be seen in  lms of theWrights  ying in 1909–1910.
X. The Wrights Discover Lateral Dynamics
The three lateraldegreesof freedomare translationalong the axis
perpendicularto the plane of symmetry, rotation in roll, and rotation
in yaw. It is the presenceof two rotations that makes lateralmotions
seem somewhat more complicated than the longitudinal motions.
The translational velocity is v, and the two rates are p and r in roll
and yaw, respectively.
A. Normal Modes for Lateral Motions
For a rigid aircraft there are usually three distinct normal modes:
the roll subsidence, the spiral mode, and the lateral or Dutch roll
oscillation. All three generally have components of motions in the
three lateral degrees of freedom, but some simpli cations are pos-
sible and often give acceptably accurate results.
The roll subsidence is nearly a pure rolling motion that can be
excited by a step change of aileron setting. Small yaw and lateral
translational motions may be generated due to the action of lat-
eral cross derivatives. In any event, the roll subsidence is heavily
attenuated due to the large damping-in-roll provided by the wings.
A secondmode, the spiralmode, also usually has behavior expo-
nential in time. It is either lightly damped or weakly unstable. The
spiral mode for the 1903 Flyer was seriously unstable due to the
negative dihedral, causing the Wrights so much trouble that they
eventuallymade the modi cations necessary to stabilize the mode.
The third lateral mode is the lateral oscillation,which always in-
volves contributions from the three degrees of freedom. It is most
obviously a coupled yaw/roll oscillation but also involves oscilla-
tory translational or slipping motions perpendicular to the forward
motion. Usually the frequency of the lateral oscillation lies in the
range where it is easily excited during  ight through turbulent air
or by appropriate periodic manipulation of the controls. Otherwise
it is hardly noticeable in normal  ight of conventional aircraft.
B. The Wrights’ Experience with Lateral Dynamics: 1901–1902
It was Wilbur’s observation of adverse yaw in 1901 that  rst
caused the Brothers to pay attention to motions in yaw. Even-
tually they also noticed a slipping motion subsequent to rolling
their aircraft, an observation con rming that they encountered the
spiral mode.
When they returned for  ight tests at Kitty Hawk in 1902, their
new glider (Fig. 17a24 and Fig. 17b26) was larger and heavier than
the 1901 machine but had the same wing loading (0.84 psf). More
signi cantly, it sported a  xed double vertical tail intended to com-
pensate adverse yaw when the aircraft was rolled to turn.
During the  rst part of their  ying season in 1902, the Broth-
ers concentratedon learning how to turn. Because they were  ying
close to the slopes of the hills—they probably rarely reached al-
titudes greater than a wingspan or two—they never completed, or
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a) Pitch attitude angle
b) Angle of canard de ection
Fig. 15 Open-loop time response of the 1903 Flyer to a triangular disturbance of the canard setting.
a) Pitch attitude angle
b) Angle of canard de ection
Fig. 16 Closed-loop (piloted) time response of the 1903 Flyer to a step command input of pitch angle.
even attempted, full circles. Rather, it seems clear that they were
trying to  gure out the basic mechanics of the turn partly to learn
how to maintain straight  ight in the presence of wind gusts. They
encounteredtwo problems that demanded small changesof their de-
sign.Or perhaps theywere two manifestationsof the same problem,
caused partly by adverse yaw.
During the early gliding tests, both Brothers encountered an an-
noying form of the response to gusts. Up to this time, all of the
gliders had positive dihedral effect, followingCayley’s idea to pro-
vide intrinsic stability to disturbances in roll. If one wing drops
or—what is the same aerodynamically—the aircraft is exposed to
a side gust, then positive dihedral causes the airplane to right itself
in the sense indicated in Fig. 18. In particular, for example, a gust
from the right causes the airplane to roll to the left, that is, the left
wing is rotated downward. That was troublesome to the Wrights for
the following reason.
TheWrightswere gliding down a slope into the wind.Most gusts
occurred in the direction of the wind, that is, up the hill. When they
attempted to turn, or for some other reason they were not  ying
directly into the wind, a gust would cause the uphill wing to drop
(positive dihedral effect), occasionallystriking the slope. That hap-
pened suf ciently often that the Brothers decided to truss the wings
for negative dihedral (also called “anhedral”), with the tips being
lower than the center.
With or without anhedral, the glider having  xed tail also several
times exhibited a second problem associated with adverse yaw. As
a gentle turn, having relativelysmall roll angle,was being corrected
to level  ight, the outer wing of the turn dropped and struck the
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Fig. 17a First version of theWrights’ 1902 glider (McFarland,24 Plate
41).
Fig. 17b Recreation of the 1902 glider (Engler 2001).26
Fig. 18 Dihedral effect.
ground. The Brothers called this event “well-digging.”Wald48 has
bestexplainedthecauseof theproblem.Supposetheglider is turning
to the left, for example, and to correct the turn the wings are warped,
with the trailing edge of the left wing warped downward to increase
its lift and stop the turn. Because of adverseyaw, thewing is slowed,
the lift is initially reduced, and the wing actually drops. If the glider
is suf ciently close to the ground, the tip of the wing would strike
the sand and serve as a pivot point for the glider to swing to rest.
In 1902, the new vertical tail, because it provided directional
stability, did help the aircraft turn. However, also because it was
 xed, it hada seriousshortcoming:Itwas effectiveonly if theaircraft
had translationalmotion laterally, that is, slipping.When a turn was
initiated, adverse yaw swung the aircraft such that the lift (to the
side) generatedby the tail would correctlycompensate the swinging
motion. However, apparently the correction was too large under
some circumstances,causing the glider’s nose to swing too far into
the turn, which is the beginning of motion that we now know as
the spiral mode. Whatever the cases may have been, the absence of
any control of the yaw moment generated by the vertical tail had
unacceptable consequences.
Orville (McFarland,24 p. 470) later testi ed in a deposition that
their glider having “cathedral angle [anhedral]with  xed rear verti-
cal tail and adjustable wing type was the most dangerous: : : :” The
negative dihedral caused the spiral mode to be seriously unstable
so that any attempted turn would lead to a crash unless corrected
very quickly.
Those unsatisfactoryresults with the glider having  xed tail con-
vinced the Brothers of the need to modify their design. It was
Orville who suggested that the vertical tail be made controllable.
In the interest of simplifying the pilot’s workload,Wilbur proposed
connecting the rudder control to the warp control. From then until
September 1905, the Wrights  ew their aircraft with roll and yaw
controls interconnected. They were the last designers to connect
roll and yaw controls until Fred Weick invented the Ercoupe in the
late 1930s.
Not fully recognizingthe consequencesof giving an unstablespi-
ralmode, theWrights retainedthe negativedihedral untilNovember
1904. They  nally realized that it was causing problems when they
attempted turns and removed the anhedral in early November.
After installinganhedral and a movable vertical tail, the Brothers
spent the remainder of the 1902 season learning how to  y their
glider.At most, they seem to have attemptedonly gentle turns.They
continued that kind of practicing for two months in 1903 while
they prepared the powered aircraft. It seems a fair assessment to
characterize this period of their  ying as a process of learning how
to  y more-or-less straight and level in the presence of disturbances
or gusts. They did not expose any new problems of  ight dynamics.
In that context, the  rst powered  ights were really powered and
sustained level gliding  ights following takeoffs. The 1903 Flyer
was larger than the 1902 glider (span 40 ft 4 in. comparedwith 32 ft
1 in.) and heavier (750 lb comparedwith 257 lb) and hadwing load-
ing increased from 0.84 to 1.47 psf. Moreover, the 1903 airplane
was much more unstable than the 1902 glider. Hence, the 1903 air-
plane surely offeredmore dif cult handling qualities, but with only
four straight  ights, the Brothers did not report new dynamic prob-
lems. If unexpecteddynamics did appear, theywere likely not easily
identi ed, being obscured by the Brothers’ vigorous efforts to keep
the airplane in the air under very dif cult windy conditions. Surely
the sheer excitementof executing the  rst powered  ightsmust also
have blunted the observationalpowers even of the Wright Brothers.
C. Lateral Dynamics of the 1903 Flyer
That the 1903 Flyer had a serious instability in pitch has been
widely discussed and argued about. Little attention has been paid
to the lateral dynamics, the chief exceptions being the analyses
by Culick and Jex,41 by Jex and Culick,43 and most recently by
Papachristodoulou and Culick.47 Mainly because of the negative
dihedral effect and low directional stability (a consequence of the
small vertical tail volume), the spiral mode had a relatively short
doubling time, approximately2 s, and a weakly damped Dutch roll
oscillation.
Combination of the lateral instability with the pitch instability
makes  ying the 1903 Flyer an order of dif culty greater than rid-
ing a bicycle. The level of pilot handling qualities is not apparent
from the analyses described here; it is a characteristic that can be
understood only with three-dimensional simulations. That was ac-
complished as part of a project carried out two years ago by six
students at the Air Force Test Pilot School49; the software was pre-
pared by engineersat Veridian, Inc., for a ground simulationand for
the Learjet-24 Variable-Stability In-Flight Simulator Test Aircraft.
The pilots found that  ying the aircraftwas mademore dif cult due
to the attention demanded by the two instabilities having signi -
cantly different doubling times (0.6 s in pitch and 2.0 s laterally).
Thus, for example, concentrationon controllingthe pitch instability,
which requires constant attention,may lead to losing control of the
spiral mode.
Understandingthenaturallateralmotionsand controlledresponse
of the Flyer is, therefore, particularly helpful if one intends to  y a
recreation of the airplane. Performance in a turn is a good way to
assess the problem.TheWrightswere  rst to understandthe correct
method for turningan airplane:de ectionofwingwarp (or ailerons)
for a short time to give a  nite roll angle, use of rudder to provide
the required yaw rate in body axes, and, if necessary, applicationof
power or change of pitch attitude to maintain safe airspeed above
stall. Here we ignore the last and assume constant speed. Figure 19
shows the uncontrolledresponseof theFlyer to 10 deg of wingwarp
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a) Bank angle
b) Sideslip angle
c) Warp angle
Fig. 19 Open-loop time response of bank angle and sideslip following an impulse of wing warp (1.0 deg¢s).
a) Fixed rudder b) Linked warp and rudder
Fig. 20 Root loci for lateral motions of the Wright 1903 Flyer, pilot control; warp de ection proportional to roll angle error, gain coef cient K.
appliedfor 12 s. To executea turn, the pilotmust activelycompensate
the lateral instability.
When the Wrights added their vertical tail to their 1902 glider,
they chose  rst to  x the surface,but soon linked its de ection to the
wingwarping.The 1903Flyerhad thewarpingand rudderde ection
linked. We examine the two cases of  xed and linked with the root
locus shown in Fig. 20, prepared with aerodynamic data collected
in the Los Angeles AIAA Project. For both cases, we assume that
the pilot exercises control, that is, warp de ection, proportional to
the error observed between commanded, that is, desired, and actual
bank angle.
Execution of a turn is analyzed by specifying the desired angle
of bank (here 10 deg), the input being a ramp followed by a step.
Figure 21 shows the time responses for the two cases of  xed and
linkedrudder.The resultsareverydifferent.If therudderis de ected,
the aircraft quite smoothly enters the steady turn, albeit with error
in bank angle on the timescale shown. The correspondingroot locus
(Fig. 20b) shows the reason.Loop closurecauses the roll subsidence
and spiral mode to coalesce, forming a lightly damped pure roll
oscillationhavingvery long period, roughly6 s. Simultaneouslythe
frequency of the Dutch roll oscillation is slightly increased but has
much greater damping.
In contrast, if the rudder is  xed, the spiral mode combines with
part of the Dutch roll to form a roll oscillationsimilar to that arising
when the rudder is  xed. The remainder of the Dutch roll combines
with the roll subsidence to form a new mode, a sort of wallowing
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a) Bank angle
b) Sideslip angle
c) Warp angle
d) Rudder angle
Fig. 21 Closed-loop (piloted) time responses of the 1903 Flyer for a 10-deg banked steady turn.
motion composed of relatively large oscillations of bank angle and
sideslip, due to the anhedral and uncompensated adverse yaw. It
is dif cult to control and, paired with the PIO in pitch, produces
unacceptablepilot handling qualities.
The pilots in the project with the Air Force Test Pilot School
found this behavior just described and concluded that the Flyer is
nearly un yable if the rudder is  xed. An alternative scheme is to
use conventional three-axis control, the pilot operating the canard,
wing-warp,and rudderindependently.However,Wilburmadeawise
choice to link the roll and yaw controls.His reasoning,supportedby
the test pilots’ experience, is that the pilot’s workload is unaccept-
ably high when the lateral controls require independentoperation.
XI. More Trouble with Dynamics: 1904
The Wrights’ program became a different story in 1904. They
beganwith a new airplanehaving the same design as the 1903 Flyer
but with a larger engine producing about 20–25 hp compared with
the 12–16 hp of the earlier aircraft. From the beginning of the 1904
tests, the Brothers had trouble. In the light or calmwinds and higher
density altitude19 takeoffswere dif cult and often failed, even with
a longer takeoff rail. Orville stalled the machine shortly after one of
his  rst  ights, and Wilbur soon imitated him. They  rst used the
term stall in their report of those  ights.
More distressingly, they continually fought the pitching undula-
tions that, though unreported, were likely present also in the 1903
 ights. In an effort to correct the problem, they moved the engine,
its water tank, and the pilot aft, exactly the wrong direction. The
records are not complete, but according to the  ight log compiled
by Renstrom,50 the Wrights made only two  ights with the aft c.g.
Wilbur noted in a letter to Chanuteon 17 July that “the resultwas not
satisfactory,” and the Brothers restored the original con guration.
They made no further changes to the airplane in 1904, but they
did devise their catapult apparatus to ease their takeoff problem
(Fig. 22).24 They were continually forced to cope with the dynam-
ics of taking off. Many trials ended in minor crashes before  ying
speedwas reached.Even when takeoffwas successful, it seems that
theywere always  yingvery close to the stalledcondition.Although
Fig. 22 Wrights’ catapult launching apparatus at Hoffman Prairie,
August 1904 (McFarland24 ).
they knew they had to maintain some minimum speed, in the vicin-
ity of 27–28 mph, the fact that they really did not understand the
phenomenonof stalling andwhy it occurredprobablyhinderedtheir
progress. They seem not to have been aware that the canard could
stall as well, with consequent loss of control power in pitch.
Thus, with an airplane they knew to be unstable but controllable
in pitch, always plagued with the familiar pitch undulations, the
Wrights pressed on to learn how to  y circles.Wilbur  ew their  rst
complete circle on 20 September 1904, a grand achievement with
the 1903 design. As they continued practicing turns, both Broth-
ers encountered a new serious problem that they characterized as
“unable to stop turning” (McFarland,24 p. 457), identifying those
 ights sometimes terminated by crashes. Evidently the cause was
one now familiar: stalling of the inner wing of the turn due to its
slower speed and higher angle of attack. The Wrights sensed the
cause and correctly eased the problem by adding seventy poundsof
steel ballast to the canard, a move that reduced the amplitude of the
pitch undulations and also caused them to  y faster.
Moreover, they also correctly concluded that the anhedral was
causingthemdif culties.Nowhere do they speci callymention any
feeling that the airplane seemed to have a tendency to tighten turns,
but that was surely a factor. In a turn, the presence of their unstable
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Fig. 23 Flyer on 16 November 1904: 1903 design with a larger engine
and no anhedral (McFarland24 ).
spiral mode was bound to be felt because of its short (»0.8 s) dou-
bling time. In lateOctober, theBrothers nallyremoved theanhedral
(Fig. 23).24 That was the airplane for their last tests of 1904.
XII. 1905: Flight Tests Lead to the Final Design
of a Practical Airplane
In a court deposition (Wrights vs Herring–Curtiss), Wilbur
(McFarland,24 p. 469) explained clearly that, while they had pro-
gressed considerably in 1904, the Brothers were still left with a
puzzle: “on a few occasions, the machine did not respond promptly
(to action taken to restore lateral balance) and the machine came to
the ground in a somewhat tilted position.” That is, the pilot could
not cause the transition from a turn to level  ight and the aircraft
crashed.The airplanewas unreliableand certainlynot yet a practical
machine.
The Wrights eventually solved the puzzle when they discovered
the correct  ying technique, in the last days of September 1905.
Before they reached that point, they made some important mod-
i cations in their design, relating to both lateral and longitudinal
dynamics.
When they began  ying again in June 1905, the Brothers still
had essentially the 1903 design, but with some detailed structural
changes for improved strength and a larger engine, now producing
more than 30 hp. For some reason, not documented, they reinstalled
a small amount of anhedral.They also added small vertical vanes to
the canard that came to be called “blinkers.”Those surfacesmainly
reduced the directional stability and in the absence of explanation
it is not clear why the Wrights thought they would help ease their
steering problems; evidently they believed they would reduce the
problem of slipping when the aircraft has a lateral translationalve-
locity. That in turn reduces a roll motion, in a sense depending on
the dihedral effect (positive or negative). Perhaps the most impor-
tant consequence was that the blinkers increased the damping in
yaw and, hence, helped pilot control in yaw.
On 14 July, Wilbur noted that at a higher  ight speed he had
troubleonceagainwith theundulationsin pitch andcrashed,causing
considerable damage to the canard. When they made repairs, the
Brothers increased the area of the canard by about 73% and moved
its hinge line forward from about 6 14 to 1 ¡ 10 14 ft. That is an
interesting modi cation, which re ects again the Wrights’ lack of
understanding of stability and, probably, their central concern for
control.The larger volume of the canard causes the NP to lie farther
forward, a destabilizingeffect.
On the other hand, the larger canard volume increases the damp-
ing in pitch, which gives substantial improvement in controllability
by reducing the frequency and amplitude of the oscillations. Also,
the more forward placement of the canard reduces a destabiliz-
ing in uence of upwash from the wing. Recent tests with ground
simulations49 have con rmed the advantage of increased damping
in pitch. Technically, it causes the maneuver point to move aft, a
favorable result for controlling accelerated motions, including un-
dulations.TheWrights clearly found that to be a goodmodi cation,
although in their 1907–1909 models the canard was made smaller
andmoved farther forward, a 3.8%decrease in tail volume from the
value in 1905. Nothing in their diaries gives explicit reasons for the
details of those changes, but it is a reasonableguess that they expe-
rienced improved controllabilityin pitch due to the slight reduction
of the instability.
While those repairs and modi cations were being made, the
Brothersmade somemeasurementsof the centerof pressureon their
airfoil, the  rst such data they (or any others) had taken (Fig. 12).
Apparentlythosetestswere done in direct responseto the July crash.
However, there is no evidence in their diaries (McFarland24) about
their interpretation of their results or what in uence the tests may
have had on their design changes. Their decisions about changes in
the geometry affecting behavior in  ight, and their interpretations
of the consequences, continued to be restricted by their inattention
to the details of moments acting on the aircraft.
When they modi ed the canard, they also enlarged the verti-
cal tail. They had  nally concluded that the tail was too small
to give the control they required. From 1903 to the  nal design
in 1905, the tail area and the distance between the wing and the
tail were increased. The increase of dimensionless tail volume
gave comparable increases in the directional stability and control
power.
Installation of the larger vertical tail initially caused a handling
problem.Wilbur commented that Orville’s  rst  ight with the new
tailwas “a very comical performance”(McFarland,24 p. 507). Possi-
bly the dif culty arose because the hinge line was too far aft, behind
the centerof pressurewhich for a  at surface is approximatelyat the
quarter chord. No change was made at that time, but in the 1907–
1909 machines  own publicly, the vertical tail was hinged at the
leading edge.
For the remainder of the 1905 season, all of September and for
the  rst two weeks of October, only minor structural changes were
made; the Brothers concentrated mainly on learning to turn. On 7
SeptemberWilbur  ew four circles consecutively,but then two days
later, with larger propellers installed, he stalled the airplane twice.
Again on 12 September,he stalledwhile turning,and on 15 Septem-
ber he was “unable to stop turning” (McFarland,24 p. 511). A week
later they removed the anhedral they had been keeping since the
beginning of the season, an indication that they were bothered by
slipping in turns.
On 26 September, Orville executed 16 circles in one  ight, re-
maining aloft 18 min until his fuel supply was exhausted. The
Brothers’ performance remained erratic, however. On the follow-
ing day, Wilbur noted that the “machine at low speed could not be
stopped from turning.” On the 29 September, Wilbur made 14 cir-
cuits in 19 min, but on 3 October he was “unable to stop turning”
(McFarland,24 p. 513). The last was a mistake he understood, be-
causeon 28 Septemberhe  nally isolatedthe sourceof the problems
both he and Orville had been having: failure to maintain suf cient
speed while turning, causing the inner wing to stall. They had been
 ghting what remains, even a century later, a cause of many acci-
dents: stall/spin out of a turn. Wilbur explained the matter as well
as anyone could today (McFarland,24 pp. 520–521):
: : :When it was noticed that themachine was tilting up and sliding
toward the tree, the operator then responded promptly to the lateral
control. The remedy was found to consist in the more skillful
operation of the machine and not in a different construction. The
trouble was really due to the fact that in circling, the machine has
to carry the load resulting from centrifugal force, in addition to
its own weight, since the actual pressure that the air must sustain
is that due to the resultant of the two forces. The machine in
questionhad but a slight surplusof power abovewhatwas required
for straight  ight, and as the additional load, caused by circling,
increased rapidly as the circle became smaller, a limit was  nally
reached beyondwhich themachine was no longer able to maintain
suf cient speed to sustain itself in the air. And as the lifting effect
of the inner wing, owing to its reduced speed, counterbalanced
a large part of the increased lift resulting from the greater angle
of incidence on that wing, the response to lateral control was so
slow that the machine sank to the ground, usually before it had
been broughtback to the level again. : : :When we had discovered
the real nature of the trouble, and knew that it could always be
remedied by tilting the machine forward a little, so that its  ying
speedwouldbe restored, we felt that we were ready to place  ying
machines on the market.
With their identi cation of the stall/spin problem and Wilbur’s
discovery of its solution, the Wrights announced they had a practi-
cal airplane. They ceased  ying to turn all of their efforts to selling
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Fig. 24 Transition from canard to aft tail.
their invention, another interesting story quite apart from technical
matters.
XIII. The Wrights’ Transition from Canard to Aft Tail
Wilbur initially settled on his canard con guration to avoid (he
expected) the inadequate pitch control that Lilienthal had with his
aft tail. Combined with the concentration of weight in the biplane
cell, the canard presents a very dif cult problem of designing for
trim and stability. It was dif cult to shift the c.g. far enough to give
a positive static margin. The choice of airfoil for the wing then be-
comes a crucial matter nearly as important as the location of the
c.g. An airfoil having a large negative zero-liftmoment may give an
aircraft that has a stable moment curve but cannot be trimmed, or
can be trimmed but has an unstablemoment curve.Moreover, in the
second case, the trim conditionmay require lift from the canard that
cannot be reachedbecause the surfacealready stalls at a lower angle
of attack. In practice, there are really only two certain ways out of
this situation: Use a substantiallydifferent airfoil, even one having
a re exed camber line or change the con guration from canard to
aft tail.
The Wrights learned from  ight tests in 1904 some of the nasty
consequencesof their 1903design.Theywere severelyhandicapped
in understanding the problems they discovered because they were
not aware of methods based on analyzing the moments acting on
the aircraft in  ight. Moreover, neither experimental nor theoretical
investigations had progressed to the stage where anybody could
understandthe dependenceof aerodynamicpitchingmoment on the
shape of the camber line. All in all, then, the state of the art (which
in fact had been developed by the Wrights themselves) was such
that it was dif cult for them to understand any technical reasons to
justify changing their canard design.
No other designers contemporary with the Wrights suffered the
same commitments to the canard. The French in particular were
not so concerned with control as the Wrights were, and so they
did not share the same fear of the aft tail. In fact, because it was
Pe´naud’s tail, the French for the most part were biased, if not even
prejudiced, to that con guration. As a result, the Wrights sought a
controllable airplane, even if unstable, and they got it; the French
sought an intrinsically stable airplane design, and got it, but at the
expense of paying too little attention to the fundamentalproblemof
control. Ferber51 generated French interest beginning in 1902 with
crudecopiesof the 1901glider.While he continuedto use the canard
surface, problems with his  rst powered aircraft caused him to add
a Pe´naud aft tail. That is the origin of the con guration having both
canard and aft tails used by several pioneers in France and adopted
also by Curtiss in the United States.
After their two-year  ight-test program, the Wrights had  nally
gottenridof their lateralinstability.Their observationsdemonstrated
repeatedlythat the unstablespiralmode interferedwith circling—so
they removed the anhedral initially installed to solve a problem pe-
culiar to their glide tests close to the ground.Their tests also showed
that by carrying ballast to move the c.g. forward the intensity of the
pitch instability was reduced. Geometrical restrictions raised seri-
ous obstacles to making their canard stable, and they were satis ed
with an aircraft unstable in pitch, but controllable.
Following the Wrights’  rst public  ights in 1908, when their
contemporaries  nally grasped the signi cance of control, advan-
tages of conventionalcon gurationsbecame increasinglyapparent.
The Wright aircraft were undoubtedly more dif cult to learn to
 y, a distinct shortcoming at the time when the new businesses of
 ying schools and aircraft manufacturing were growing rapidly in
many countries of Europe. Conventional aircraft slowly gained a
reputation for being safer. The Wrights were effectively pressured
to relax their commitment to their canard design. Possibly at the
suggestion of a German customer, they relented. Their  rst step
was simply to add a  xed horizontal tail to their existing design,
in 1910. The improvement in handling qualities must have been
immediately evident. Few pictures of the airplane exist (Fig. 24),24
and within a year the Wrights removed their canard surfaces. That
ended their use of the con guration that had been their invention
and had served them well for a decade. Despite their commitment
to that form of the airplane, originalwith them, the Wrights did not
try to patent it.††† The basis for their patent, granted in 1906 and
never broken, was their two-axis control of lateral motion, in gen-
eral, not for their particular aircraft design, and not including pitch
control.
It is certainly true that if not the Wrights, somebody else would
have invented the airplane in the early years of the 20th century.
Bleriot was closest to having all of the practical pieces in place
by 1908—except for three-axis control, which he learned from the
Wrights. In fact, Bleriot (see Crouch52 andGibbs-Smith17) owes an
earlier debt to the Brothers, for their achievements motivated Fer-
ber to initiate the “rebirth of aviation in Europe” (Gibbs-Smith17),
†††Subsequent to theWrights it became accepted practice, still continued,
to patent an aircraft con guration (external geometry).
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Fig.25 SummaryofWrightaircraft, 1903–1912(drawingsreproduced
from McFarland,24 pp. 1188–1200).
the activity in France that attracted Bleriot to the problem of
mechanical  ight.
Bleriot’s approachof largely uninformed trial and error contrasts
stunninglywith the Wrights’ systematic research and development
program centered on the evolution of one design. (His successful
monoplane that was his  rst real success, later crossing the English
Channel,was his 11th design.) Everybody beganwith the same his-
tory and known resultsat the end of the 19th century,but theWrights
broughtwith them the revolutionaryidea of roll control;willingness
gained from their experienceswith bicycles, to accept an unstable,
but controllable, machine; and especially their own original style,
now recognized as a modern research and development program.
That style was central to the ability of the Wrights to develop
their airplane in such a relatively short time without bene t of the
understanding and guidance later provided by theories of aerody-
namics and  ight mechanics. Had those theories been developed
earlier, it seems certain that the Wrights would have avoided the
problems caused by their highly cambered airfoil and their canard
con guration. Their systematic progress to solutions to those prob-
lems is clearly shown by the sequence of side views of their aircraft
(Fig. 25).24
The summary given in Fig. 25 (McFarland24) is really a pictorial
progressreportof a successful ight-testprogram.While the biplane
cell, notably the airfoil, remains practicallyunchanged,andmost of
the weight is concentratedbetween the wings, the changeof the size
and location of the secondary horizontal surface  nally produced a
stable aircraft in 1911. The forward displacement of the c.g. from
1903 to 1905 was important but insuf cient to provide longitudinal
static stability.
At the beginning of their program, the Wrights estimated that
in all his gliding tests, Lilienthal had been in the air perhaps 5 h,
too little, they felt, to reach his goal of having a powered  ying
machine. They set out to do better, the chief reason they selected
Kitty Hawk, a place known to have steady strongwinds duringmost
of the times theyplannedtobe there. In fact, theBrothersthemselves
accumulated between them less than 6 h gliding experience from
1900 to 1903.
What is truly surprising is that by the time in October 1905 they
were satis ed they had their practical aircraft, the two together had
attempted about 150 takeoffs, of which 115–120 were completed
but only 100 led to successful landings. In toto they had less than
6 h experience with their powered aircraft, giving them a total of
about 12 h  ying experiencebetween themwhen they  nished their
researchand developmentprogram.What a testament to their ability
to observe and act accordingly to improve their design.
A modern student pilot has perhaps 8–12 h of dual  ying ex-
perience before soloing. The Wrights both learned how to  y and
invented their airplane with combined  ying time not much longer
than a good night’s sleep.
XIV. Concluding Remarks
As part of the international celebrations accompanying the cen-
tenary of the Wrights’  rst powered  ights, several groups in
the United States are constructing  ying recreations of the 1903
Flyer. The best known at this time are those led by Engler in
Dayton, Ohio (www. rst-to- y.com); Hyde in Warrenton, Virginia
(www.wrightexperience.com);Youngworkingwith the Scienceand
SpaceMuseum in Richmond,Virginia; and the AIAA, Los Angeles
Section,WrightFlyerProject (www.wright yer.org).The  rst three
aircraft are intended to be accurate replicas of the original Flyer as
best as can be determined from the available information. Only
Hyde, under sponsorship of the Experimental Aircraft Association
and with generous private funding, plans to  y at Kitty Hawk on
the anniversary day, 17 December 2003. His aircraft is a meticu-
lously accurate replica, including engine and possibly fuel. Follow-
ing  ights of a replica of the 1902 glider, current plans apparently
include one takeoff from a replica of the original 60-ft rail, placed
accuratelyin the sandatKittyHawk.Successwill requirecloserepli-
cation of the original  ight conditions,steadywinds of 25–27 mph.
It is an extremely dif cult and ambitious goal. How dif cult has
been demonstratedby Kellett (reported in AOPA Magazine53), who
seems to have had only partial successesgettinghis accurate replica
off the ground,the onlyknownattempts.The aircraftis seriouslyun-
derpowered,and to take off in winds roughly75%of cruise speed is
rarely attemptedwith any airplane. In a statement to the Associated
Press in January 1904, the Wrights themselves remarked:
Only those acquainted with practical aeronautics can appreci-
ate the dif culties of attempting the  rst trials of a  ying machine
in a twenty- ve mile gale. As winter was already well set in, we
should have postponed our trials to a more favorable season, but
for the fact that we were determined, before returning home, to
know whether the machine possessed suf cient power to  y, suf-
 cient strength to withstand the shocks of landings, and suf cient
capacity of control to make  ight safe in boisterouswinds, as well
as in calm air.
The AIAA Flyer Project has different goals. Formed 25 years
ago with $20,000, an insurance award for loss of a previous replica,
the project has had two primary goals: 1) build a full-scale accurate
replica of the 1903 Flyer to be tested in the 40£ 80 wind tun-
nel at NASA Ames Research Center and 2) build and  y a recre-
ation of the 1903 Flyer capable of repeated  ights, by several pi-
lots, to give publicly an accurate impression of the Wrights’  rst
 ights. Throughout the project, the participants have prepared pub-
licly available documentation and have been actively engaged in
educational activities. The  rst goal has been achieved; the aircraft
was on display in the building housing the Western Region Head-
quarters of the Federal Aviation Administration, until September
2002, when it began an 18-month nationwide tour sponsored by
the AIAA.
To achieve the second goal requires an aircraft slightly modi-
 ed from the original design, but it must meet the vague require-
ment of stand-off scale such that from a distance of a couple of
wingspans, even an expert will be hard pressed to detect the mod-
i cations. That constraint has been part of the motivation for the
two subscale wind-tunnel test series and the full-scale tests, as
well as for the investigations of  ight mechanics reported in this
paper. The comprehensive analysis reported by Jex and Culick43
and Papachristodoulou and Culick47 serve as the basis for making
minimal changes of design to give an aircraft less unstable than
the 1903 Flyer and with improved  ying qualities. Understanding
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Fig. A1 Locus of roots as the static margin is varied from the initial
stable condition­to an unstable condition corresponding to that of the
1903 Flyer.
the  ight characteristics of the Wright Flyers provides the context
within which minimal modi cations of the original geometry are
accomplished.
Appendix: Migration of Roots for Decreasing
Static Margin
It seems that only Etkin37 (pp. 352 ff) has previously examined
quantitatively the in uence of negative static margin on the longi-
tudinal dynamics of a rigid aircraft. The locus of roots can be con-
structed using available software for feedback control by taking the
gain equal to the static margin. Figure A1 illustrates the migration
of the roots representing the phugoid and short-period oscillations
of a stable aircraft (identi ed by ­) to the roots for the degener-
ate short-period motion and the low-frequency “third longitudinal
mode as the staticmargin increases.”The  nal locationsof the roots
indicated by£ correspond to the open-loop roots for the root locus
plot in Fig. 16.
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